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ABSTRACT
Arts for Community's Sake: An Analysis ofOrganizing Strategies for Community Arts
Development in Rural Areas
September, 1979
Margot Wi 1 lett-Ge ts inger
,
B.A., Sarah Lawrence College
M . Ed
. ,
Ed . D
. ,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Judithe D. Speidel
This study addresses the problem of limited involve-
in organized arts activities by people in rural com-
munities, and examines selected organizational issues and
strategies in community arts development.
The term "community arts," also referred to as grass-
roots or local-level arts is defined as a program of organ-
ized arts activities designed and administered by members
of a designated community. Based upon the literature from
such sociologists and psychologists as Warren (1963)
,
Maciver (1971), Nisbet (1953), Poplin (1972) and others,
"community" is defined to include both a geographical and
human orientation, as well as a sense of community created
when people interact around common experiences, such as the
activities of a , community arts program. An extensive over-
view is provided of the factors that shaped the community
arts movement of the 1970s, including a discussion of some
VI
of the social and political antecedents to this movement
and of the impact (or lack of it) that federal cultural
policy has had upon community arts development.
Focusing upon the organizational aspects of com-
munity arts development, the study examines the effect that
the mechanisms of organizational structure, leadership
style and motivation have upon the establishment of success-
ful programs at the local level. Maslow's "Hierarchy of
Needs Theory" (1954) is presented as a theoretical con-
struct through which prospective organizers can understand
the motivations people have for participating in a grass-
roots arts program. Elements of conventional organizational
structures are contrasted with those of consensual struc-
tures in light of an arts group's desired goals. And leader-
ership style is analyzed in terms of the Hersey and
Blanchard "Life Cycle Leadership Theory" (1972), a four-
quadrant model for determining effective leadership styles
for different group situations. The application of the Life
Cycle construct to volunteer-administered community arts
programs demonstrates unique application of the theory, and
a new model for studying community arts development. A
pilot analysis is made of the evolution of an actual rural
arts organization, Hadley People Interested in the Arts, in-
corporating the mechanisms of organizational structure and
leadership style.
vi i
Finally, this study addresses the question, Is there
a set of strategies which can facilitate the organization
of community arts programs in rural areas? Five organiza-
tional strategies that the author considers essential to the
successful development of grass roots cultural programming
in rural areas are proposed. These strategies are: (1) a
thorough gathering of information on a community must be made
before organized activities are scheduled, (2) local level
leadership must be identified very early, and the leader-
ship must be active in and sensitive to the unique charac-
ter of the community and have good administrative skills,
(3) a broad-base advisory board must be established from a
wide variety of community groups, (4) the goals and objec-
tives for the program must be defined by a representative
membership, not by one person, and (5) activities with a
high probability of success must be executed at the early
stages of a program.
Each strategy is tested against aspects of the rele-
vant organizational theories and empirical data collected
from attitudinal and demographic surveys of three rural com-
munities in western Massachusetts. The result is a set of
theoretically and empirically validated principles. The
study is intended for use by professionals in the fields of
arts administration, community development and education,
and can serve as a rationale for a five-step model of com-
munity arts development.
viii
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CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
Context of the Problem
There is every indication that the arts contribute
to the quality of life, play an important role in the
nation's economy and are, as an aesthetic enterprise, a
social force. A recent nationwide survey administered to
a sample of Americans 16 years old and over indicated that
84% of all respondents (approximately 120 million people)
agreed that arts and cultural activities are as important
to community life as are libraries, schools, parks, and
recreational activities. In the same survey, 58% of those
responding (approximately 85 million people) said that they
would pay an additional $5 in taxes to support arts ac-
tivities . *
At a community level , the arts function as a social
development vehicle because the ideas and organization of
the arts programs stem from the people. Community-based
arts programs, hereafter called community arts programs, are
more than a process-and-product development of grassroots
^Resources for the findings in this first paragraph
come from the following sources: The Massachusetts Departmen
of Education (1975), Gotshalk (1947), National Co^ittee for
Cultural Resources (1975), and National Research Center of
the Arts ( 1975 )
.
1
2programraing
,
there is a strong commitment to the social
development of the population served by the arts program.
In general, organizers of community arts programs believe
that the arts can be a tool in community development; at a
grassroots level the arts can bring together through non-
threatening activities and problem-solving situations people
who might not otherwise converge. It is not uncommon for
residents to find new friends in their neighbors while
planning a children's theater workshop or participating in
a local arts festival.
However, establishing community arts programs is a
complex process. Despite the ever-present need in most
Americans for a sense of community, an identity with someone
or thing other than themselves, the act of forming and main-
taining communal bonds is difficult. The needs, interests
and differences between individuals, and the dynamic inter-
action of these differences can create tensions which strain
and often inhibit the development of close relationships.
Thus, a strong conflict emerges in many people between a
desire for relationships and a desire to protect their indi-
viduality and personal privacy. This conflict contributes
a great deal to the overall complexity of establishing arts
programs in communities, especially in rural communities
where factors such as geographical distance and conservative
attitudes tov/ards the arts are already existing barriers.
In addition, the type of leadership which might overcome
3some of the situational barriers to the development of
community arts programs is not readily available. Leader-
ship that is both strong and adept in organizational skills
and yet sensitive to the unique character of a community is
not easily come by. And, of course, the proverbial "pot of
gold"--that is, money or the lack of it—becomes a tremendous
burden to those trying to develop indigenous arts programs
in rural communities. Whereas federal, state and private
support for the arts has increased steadily over the past
decade, the majority of this assistance remains concentrated
in urban areas. "The city has more culture" is a myth still
endorsed by many people. Few states have, in a well de-
signed fashion, made a deliberate attempt to spread out
their financial resources among all the people as a demon-
stration of support for widespread development of the arts
at the local level.
In order to alter this undemocratic situation in
which arts activities are available to some people and not to
others, we must first accept the view that the arts should
play a dynamic part in the everyday life of people. Demo-
cracy in the arts is involvement in arts activities by ordin-
ary people, not just the elite, the richly endowed or the
well educated (Card, 1975). Democracy in the arts recognizes
that the arts should readily flourish in small places and
large, in rural areas and urban. To achieve this
level of
involvement is tantamount, as Toffler has pointed out,
to
4moving the arts from a status of cult to a culture permeat-
ing the entire social structure ( 1964 ).
Statement of the Problem
Thus we find that because of a shortage of money,
a lack of skilled people to organize community arts programs,
geographical obstacles and generally a conservative attitude
towards the arts among people in rural areas, the arts re-
main, in an undemocratic way, the occupation or the luxury
of a limited few. The fact that the arts are not a part of
the lives of most people in the United States is the broad
problem underlying this study. The problem itself may stem
from any one, or a number of causes. First, there may be
attitudinal blocks by people who have misconceptions about
the arts. Second, there may be financial deficiencies, pre-
venting support of local activities. Third, a lack of ex-
posure to and involvement in arts activities by the general
public can create an ignorance of the arts and result in
little or no cultural planning. Fourth, unless local level
programs incorporate the interests, needs and skills of
community people, organizations often suffer from organiza-
tional ineffectiveness.
While the broad problem underlying this study is a
lack of democracy in the arts, the specific problem relates
to the organizational ineffectiveness mentioned above. Most
succinctly, the key problem addressed in this study is: Is
5there a set of strategies which can facilitate the develop-
ment of community arts programs?
The Purpose of the Study
In order to address the problem of organizational
ineffectiveness, I propose to do two things in this study:
(A) To examine some of the mechanisms of organizational de-
velopment as they relate to community arts programs. These
mechanisms are, organizational structure, leadership style,
and group-member motivation. (B) To analyze, through rele-
vant theory and empirical data, a set of five principles
which I feel should be considered when organizing local-
level arts programs in rural areas. The five principles
are
:
1. That a thorough gathering of information on each
community must be made before organized activities
are scheduled.
2. That local- level leadership must be identified
very early, and that the leadership must be active
in and sensitive to the unique character of the
community, and have good organizing skills.
3. That a broad-based advisory board must be estab-
lished from a wide variety of community groups
(e.g.
,
education, agriculture, arts, business,
etc
.
)
.
4. That the goals and objectives for the program
should be defined by a representative membership,
not by one person.
5. That activities with a high probability of success
should be executed at the early stages of the
program
.
6In discussing community arts, my primary emphasis
will be upon the organizational aspects of community arts
development. Specifically, I will discuss the three
mechanisms of organizational development and examine the
role which each of these mechanisms plays in the evolution
of community arts activities in rural areas. It is essen-
tial to understand how the organizing mechanisms function
within conventional and consensual organizational struc-
ture, and to see that it is not the mechanisms themselves
which differentiate these two kinds of organization struc-
tures, but rather how the mechanisms are used within
different groups to achieve an organization's goals.
It is my contention that the complex process of
organizing community arts programs could be greatly
facilitated by an increased understanding of the afore-
mentioned mechanisms of organizational development. Like-
wise, a set of organizing principles, if validated, could
be a guide to prospective organizers of future community
arts programs. A tangible expression of the issues
emerging in this study could be, at some future date, a
handbook for developing community arts programs for inter-
ested administrators and lay people. For the moment, the
study is directed toward colleagues in the areas of com-
munity development and arts administration, and could serve
as a type of rationale for the development of community
arts in rural areas.
7ihe context for this study is rural United States
because very little research has focused upon the special
interests and needs of rural cultural life. Also, it is
perhaps here in rural communities in the U.S. that we find
some of the most significant evidence of the lack of demo-
cracy in the arts, for it is here that the arts programs are
sorely missing from the fabric of community life. Although
many rural people have a strong interest in non-professional,
"home-grown entertainment" (Patten, 1937, p. 5), and can
contribute valuable ideas toward the evolution programs,
many of these people generally lack the skills and confi-
dence to pull together other people into organized, on-
going activities. Since most community arts programs rely
largely upon a volunteer membership, it would behoove the
initiators of community arts programs to understand some of
the organizational mechanisms that could help sustain volun-
teer input.
Delimitations of the Study
This study is not experimental in the behavioral
science sense. Rather, it is largely descriptive, in an
anthropological mode, and relies upon observation and per-
sonal judgment from which I will make inferences and draw
conclusions
.
I do not intend to imply that the issues or strate-
8gies discussed are the exclusive means for developing com-
munity arts programs in rural areas. Nor do I presume that
any of the issues highlighted from the study can necessar-
ily transfer to rural cultures outside the United States or
to any urban or suburban cultures. I even have some re-
strictions about the appropriateness of certain issues to
rural U.S. cultures containing high percentages of first-
generation immigrants.
The organizational structures discussed in this study
pertain to non-profit organizations, with predominantly non-
salaried personnel. The appropriateness of this type of
organizational structure for profit making groups with
salaried staff should not be assumed. In addition, I
realize that the study is incomplete because it addresses
only the organizational aspects of program development and
omits issues related to finance, space and materials and
other resources affecting the overall establishment of
community-based arts programs.
I feel that it is necessary to point out very
clearly that there are two kinds of community arts organi-
zations; those that have money and hire professionals to
run the organization, and those that have very limited
budgets and dej^end heavily upon the generosity of volun-
teers or people making "pitins" for the extensive work that
they do. I do not intend for the focus of this study to be
uDon the former group. The theories, organizational
9principles cited herein refer to programs from the latter
category whom, either by design or not, remain at a very
grassroots level, dependent upon local participation for
survival
.
Definition of Terms
The following section provides some insight into
my interpretation of key words used throughout this study.
—
Community. A thorough review of the literature related
to the term community reveals a wide range of interpreta-
tions for the word. Although most of the research around
the term has been prepared for communities as they are de-
fined in urban environments, I feel that many of the ideas
applicable to rural areas as v/ell. In order to give a
definition which is scholarly but also practical enough for
application outside of this particular study, I have com-
piled my interpretation from a variety of sources.
The sociological perspective provides us with the
most concrete elements of the tern community. For example,
Robert Park recognized that the term had unlimited pos-
sibilities provided it had "a spatial and geographic conno-
tation ... a location ..." (1929). Others narrowed the
tern further by adding such criteria as a "common life
based upon the mutual correspondence of interests (VJirth,
1933, p. 63), or "participation in a daily rhythm of col-
10
lective life" (Hawley, 1950, p. 257-250). Within social
systems theory, conmiunity is considered to be the first
unit within the hierarchy of social organizations which
could potentially meet the human physiological, psychologi-
cal and social needs (Arensberg, 1961). These needs are
able to be met because a community, as a network of smaller
subsystems, can give the individual a territorial dimension
and allow for socialization and production to satisfy human
needs (Warren, 1963).
Other scholars, such as Webber (1963), Maciver (1917)
and i'lercer (1956) perceived a more psychological dimension
to the word, postulating that people could be bound by a
sense of community through shared professions (e.g.
,
lawyers,
actors), shared leisure time activities (skiiers, members of
historical societies)
,
or shared intellectual pursuits (Phi
Beta Kappa, Great Decisions). And humanists such as
Brownell, Poplin and Nisbet stirred the ingredients a dif-
ferent way, placing emphasis upon personal bonds or ties
which create "a condition in which people can enjoy meaning-
ful relationships with others" (Poplin, 1972, p. 25).
Nisbet (1953) suggests that the present day "quest
for community" stems from the individual's detachment from
those shared ties and that "the real problem is not the loss
of old [contexts] but a failure of the present democratic
and industrial scene to create new contexts of association
and moral cohesion which the smaller allegiances of men
11
will assume both functional and psychological signifi-
cance" (p. 73)
.
Arts programs organized at a grassroots
level can help establish a sense of community by developing
new associations between comraunity members, and thereby
create new bonds or shared ties.
Thus, the term coromunity, as it applies to this
study, has the following criteria. First, at a concrete
level a community has: (a) a defined geographical area
which is known by its residents/members; (b) a human member-
ship whose basic physiological, psychological and social
needs can be met in the geographical area; (c) a smattering
of institutions and organizations which reflect past and
present values or ties shared by residents, and through
which there is regular interaction between residents.
Second, on a psychological or humanistic level, a community
is defined by a sense of unity, or a sense of community
experienced by members as they interact with each other
through common experiences—such as those of a community
arts program.
Finally, since this study is concerned primarily
with the organization of community arts programs within
rural communities, I want to provide a guide or clarifica-
tion of what I am calling rural . Rural communities, as
opposed to urban or suburban, are defined as communities
with no more than 6,000 year-round inhabitants who live
spread out over a geography which is largely fields or
12
forests.
Community arts
. The term community arts refers to a
program of organized arts activities which is designed and
executed by members of a particular community. The specific
activities sponsored by a community arts program may vary
from one community to another since communities, by nature
and by definition, vary according to the characteristics of
the particular people, and their values or traditions. John
Blame, Chairman of the National Assembly of Community Arts
Agencies, suggests that community arts is "a support system,
[a] network that is used to develop, sustain and deliver
arts activities at the community level" (1973). Blaine's
definition, while progressive in its systems orientation,
omits v/hat, to me, is the most critical component of the
arts programs participation in the policy planning and ad-
ministration of the program by community members.
Therefore, as I use the term, community arts signi-
fies conscious involvement in the planning and execution of
arts activities by community members based upon the per-
ceived needs and interests of the community. At its most
concrete level, community arts contributes to the develop-
ment of the cultural life of a defined community. On an
educational and more psychological level, community arts has
o consciousness-raising function which is accomplished by
such moves as highlighting local artists and designing ac-
13
tivities in which residents learn new skills from and with
their neighbors. This new relationship fosters a better
understanding of the place of the arts in everyday life,
while also developing the social fabric of the community as
nev7 groups or individuals engage in cooperative activities
and decision-making. Participants in community arts pro-
grams have first-hand experience at the grassroots level of
decision-making, from which they can start to gain control
over the future direction of their cultural life. As
Aristotle said, "VJhat we have to learn, we learn by doing."
Doing community arts is taking an active part in changing
community life by creating new associations between people,
and new contexts for interaction.
3. Community Organization . The term community organization
,
also referred to in this paper as community development
,
is
defined not by what it is, but by what it does. As a pro-
cess, community organization seeks to: (a) foster coopera-
tion and communication and relationships between community
groups; (b) strengthen community participation in and inte-
gration of the various components of a community; (c) im-
prove communication between community and the environment
outside the immediate area; (d) improve social conditions
and services; and (e) advance the interests of the disad-
vantaged (Freire, Grosser). The process for accomplishing
Grosser is cited in Perlman and Gurin, 1972.
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this change and development is one of two styles: style A
assumes that change is most effective when it is self-
initiated, through education and identification of needs by
the constituency. Here change happens by developing com-
munity associations between different groups (Ross, 1967),
or by improving communication between individuals and the
environment (Lippet, 1958). This orientation is predicated
on the belief that the individual is capable of making deci-
sions about the direction for her/his life.
Style B assumes that change occurs from a pressure
exerted from outside the community, that is, that change
results from clashes between adversaries (Morris, 1966).
In this style, change happens by developing resources within
the community to overcome the external pressure.
I am advocating a Style A approach as being most
appropriate for this study since it implies utilizing educa-
tion and participation o^ and with community members toward
achieving a goal of long-term social change. Although the
Style B type of change is often effective on a short term
basis, the fact that it is not initiated from within the com-
munity suggests that there will be less commitment to the
change in the long run by community residents.
Here I would note the work of Brazilian educator
Paulo Freire, which illustrates an effective use of the
Style B approach. Working with illiterate Brazilian pea-
sants who were ignorant of their oppressed political and
15
social condition, Freire taught them to read and write
through a process of "problematizing" about their oppressed
condition. Then they, with the new awareness of their op-
pressed state and with new skills of literacy, initiate their
own efforts at change.
A central figure in the process of community organi-
zation, the part that Paulo Freire played, is the "change
agent." This is a person who facilitates the development of
new attitudes and new structures for making change happen in
a community. In most cases the agent is not a resident/
member of the community but is external, thus allowing for
greater objectivity for incorporating a wide representation
of ideas into a new structure for change. The change agent
works cooperatively with community members in a relationship
which "involves mutual trust, joint determination of goals
and means and high mutual influence" (Bennis, 1969, p. 13).
A change agent/consultant is an important ingredient in
community arts development as s/he facilitates the concep-
tualization of ideas and strategies for the administration
of organized arts activities by community members.
4 . Organizational structure . Organizational structure de-
scribes the v/ay in which organizations manipulate certain
variables toward the achievement of goals for the organi-
zation. These variables include the hierarchy of authority,
task specialization, a system of rules and/or regulations.
16
and rewards or punishments. The two types of organization-
al structure addressed in this study are conventional organi-
zational structure and consensual organizational structure .
Conventional structure utilizes the above mentioned vari-
ables to develop predictable, or uniform behavior in group
members. In consensual organizational structure the variables
serve as a vehicle through which group members can achieve
communication, influence and satisfaction in mutually
shared goals. The difference between the two structures is
not the variables themselves, but rather the way in which
the variables are used to achieve the organization's goals.
5. Leadership style . The influence which one person has
over others toward the accomplishment of a goal or task is
considered leadership
. Katz and Kahn point out that leader-
ship involves the "differential exertion of influence," sug-
gesting that there would be no leader if everyone in a group
exerted equal influence (1966, p. 301). Leadership is al-
ways defined as it is perceived by the person (s) being led,
not as it is perceived by the leader. For example, a com-
mittee head may feel that because s/he is the designated
leader, that s/he has power over the group. However, the
group may respond more favorably to the ideas or the behavior
of another person in the group, therefore giving the posi-
tion of influence, or leadership, to the second person.
The way in which a leader behaves, that is, her/his
17
style
,
can greatly affect her/his influence over others.
As with leadership, the effect of a leader's style is al-
ways defined through the eyes of the person being led. For
example, what may be intended as open-minded or group-
oriented behavior by a leader as s/he provides little or no
direction for a newly-formed group may be perceived by the
group as an uncaring or disorganized leadership style. How-
ever, the same style may produce effective results when used
with a veteran group, one whose members know each other and
have had time to establish intragroup processes. The ef-
fectiveness of leadership style is always a function of the
style in relation to the maturity level of a group. "Ma-
turity," as defined by organizational behaviorists Paul
Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard, refers to "the level of
achievement motivation, willingness and ability to take
responsibility and task relevant education and experience of
an individual or group" (1972, p. 34). Thus, leadership
style is defined as the particular behavior of a leader in
relation to the maturity level of a group or individual.
6. Situational leadership . Extending the literature review
on leadership, we find the term situational leadership .
This term describes a style of leadership which is adaptable
to different situations as a group's needs, interests or
maturity level changes. Various studies, such as the Ohio
State University Leadership Studies, tried to determine
18
whether or not one particular leadership style was effective
or correct for all situations. The conclusion by a number
of investigators was that there is no best style of leader-
ship (Finch, Jones, bitterer, 1976). Flexibility seems to
be a key ingredient in leadership, especially at the com-
munity level. Situational leadership, which presumes to be
responsive and flexible is an effective style to adopt for
most community organizing since it can most easily accom-
modate the changing needs and abilities of different indivi-
duals or community groups.
7 . Principles . In this study principles refer to theoretic-
ally tested ideas which, when followed in sequence, serve
as guides to people trying to establish grassroots arts pro-
grams. In certain places within the study strategies are
used instead of principles, indicating the practical appli-
cation of a principle. The five principles discussed in
this study are considerations that have evolved from my own
work in community arts development and from research in the
field
.
Organization of the Study
Chapter I provides a clear overview of the study,
introducing the context for the study, the problem, the
purpose of the study, the delimitations, and finally a
clarification of terms.
19
In order to give the reader a national perspective
of community arts, Chapter II is devoted to an overview of
the development of community arts in the United States
during, approximately, the last fifteen years. The chapter
includes a thorough review of the literature related to this
rapidly expanding field, and cites national studies, reports
and exemplary programs to illustrate this expansion. The
overview is intended to provide both a perspective on com-
munity arts in the U.S.A and also a better understanding of
why organized arts programs still have some distance to go
before they can shov/ involvement of a wide majority of the
general public, and thereby create a democratic state of the
arts
.
In Chapter III, selected theories and literature
related to motivation, leadership style and organizational
structure are examined. Working definitions for each of
these terms are developed as the literature is reviewed.
Central to this theoretical analysis is Abraham Maslow's
"Hierarchy of Needs" theory, which constructs a framework
for understanding the "needs" or "motives" of people join-
ing community arts organizations. A second theoretical
construct introduced in Chapter III is a comparison between
conventional and consensual organization structure. Final-
ly, the concept of situational leadership is introduced,
and discussed within the construct of leadership theory.
of how the theories discussed in theThe question
20
previous chapter relate to community arts development is
addressed in Chapter IV. Utilizing the case history of a
real-life rural community arts organization, Hadley People
Interested in the Arts (HPIA)
,
I incorporate the mechanisms
of organizational structure and leadership style into a
pilot analysis of the evolution of HPIA.
Chapter V zeroes in on the five principles of organ-
izing which I propose to be important considerations when
organizing community arts programs in rural areas. The
foremost question of this chapter, and actually the essence
of the study is, "Are any or all of these principles valid
when challenged against theory and relevant empirical data?"
Data collected from three separate surveys from three rural
communities in VJestern Massachusetts will be used in this
chapter
.
Finally, Chapter VI draws together the major points
of the study by considering the implications for applica-
tion. Since the study provides a rationale to support the
creation of a handbook on coiomunity arts organizing, I will
discuss the proposed handbook in light of the findings of
the study.
CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF COMMUNITY ARTS DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
To understand the development of community arts
programs within the United States it is necessary to consi-
der the social and political climate of American life with-
in which the programs emerged. For many years, long before
there were state arts agencies, bonafide arts councils or
even organized arts programs, people were involved in the
arts. As Ralph Burgard, a leading figure in the develop-
ment of community arts councils frequently points out, "If
you leveled all the symphonies, and all the cultural insti-
tutions and even the universities tomorrow people would
still have to move their bodies, they'd have to scribble
things on walls, they'd have to make up stories and tell
them, they'd have to sing because that is what it means
to be a human being" (1979).
What has formulated the cornerstones of the communi-
ty arts movement in this country has been people responding
to their environment, needing to express themselves in the
face of the problems and joys of everyday life. In Art
As Experience John Dewey discusses how the arts in past
centuries and other cultures have been a part of the every-
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day life, a type of folk art with no particular connection
to the institutions where we now see them so frequently
displayed, e.g., museums, galleries, theaters. According
to Dewey, the most exciting aspects of the arts for the
average person are those things more commonplace than the
treasures in institutions, for example movies, comic strips,
jazzed music [as well as] literary accounts of lovenests,
murders and exploits of bandits (1934, p. 6). Other ex-
amples of folk arts are exemplified in the early days of the
settlers where barn-raisings were often combined with square
dances or folk sings, or today in Appalachian quilting par-
ties or mural pictorials of community life in urban neigh-
borhoods .
Dewey notes the increase in "housed or collected"
fine art during the late 19th and early 20th centuries
which he attributes to the rise of nationalism, injperialism,
and capitalism, and which significantly affected the sepa-
ration between art and life and between the arts and the
general public. During the late 19th century the middle
class, also referred to as the "nouveaux riches," collected
fine arts as symbols of their social rank. Just as stocks
and securities verified their economic standing, so did
personal collections of art and sculpture rank them with
members of the cultural elite.
In the previous century the Industrial Revolution
had created a dehumanizing effect upon the working classes.
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Handwork and craftmanship were being replaced by factory
assembly lines. I believe that the emergence of the cul-
tural elite and the dehumanizing impact of the Industrial
Revolution contributed to the separation of art and life,
and were direct antecedents of the disintegration of the
democracy in the arts as di scusse'd in Chapter I.
Community arts, is a new term within the textbooks
of American art history. Although arts activities have
always existed to some degree, within neighborhoods, rural
communities, hospitals, schools and other community agencies
there appear to be only a few periods in American history
in which local arts activities were visible, and/or sup-
ported with federal and state monies. Coming To Our Senses
(1977) a panel report on "the significance of the Arts for
American education" indicates that certain climates of
political unrest during the 20th century took people's
attention away from the fine arts, thereby creating situa-
tions in which local-level arts flourished. Art educator
Kamarck in 1976 as well as Burgard (1979) Toffler (1964)
and Regan (1976) concur with the panel findings, and cite
three key decades whose events have contributed to the rise
in community arts programs as we know them today.
The depression and the 1930s , During the Depression when
money was not buying anything-- j obs , art works or entertain
ment-- the signs of indigenous arts activities became more
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evident amidst the fine arts which had been so lavishly
procured and displayed before the Depression. With the
creation of the WPA we see the first examples of federal
support of local artists as well as increased involvement
in the arts at the public level. Although WPA was intend-
ed to alleviate severe unemployment conditions, it provided
a tremendous impetus to the local artist, while also
creating new audiences
. These audiences were not the
upper classes, the collectors of fine art treasures and
museum goers, but rather were a new wave of participants
in the artistic experience. Out of the WPA sprang local
arts clubs, music or choral societies, and storefront arts
centers such as the Henry Street Project in New York City.
In a recent interview, Ralph Burgard indicated that by the
1920s there were at least a thousand little theaters and
some three to four hundred community orchestras. At about
this same time around 1921 the Extension Service Programs
of land-grant colleges had a mandate under the Smith-Lever
Law "to help to develop better economic, cultural, social
and recreational and community life among people living
in farming areas in the U.S." (Patten, 1937, p. 8) . The
result was Extension Service support of programs such as
a 700-voice chorus of farming people in Iowa and a music
and dance program at a Farm Bureau meeting sponsored by the
local Grange.
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Th^l95Qs and jthe Early 1960s . By the end of the fifties,
interest in the arts had declined in importance. Joe
McCarthy had led a campaign against the arts, stirring
suspicious questions about the relationship between the
arts and communism. Also, the post World War II economy,
the baby boom of the late forties and fifties, and the
launching of Sputnik shifted federal dollars as well as
general attention and interest toward the sciences and
education. However, as the 60s began, many Americans took
a closer look at the arts, with a new eye toward development
20% of the some-340 museums in existence today were built
in the 60s; a new age of free expression, something between
late-Beatnik and early Hippie, witnessed a surge in art
colonies and communal living; a new generation was awakened
to the importance of music in their lives as Rock and Roll
caught on with widespread popularity; private foundations
began to underwrite some of the major cultural institutions
and education programs which incorporated the arts more
fully into the curriculum. In 1965, with the creation of
the National Endowment for the Arts, the nation's first
and primary federal agency for the arts, government support
of the arts seemed more of a guarantee. However, with an
initial budget of $2.5 million, and a national population
of 180,000,000 federal support could not be guaranteed to
every community.
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The mid to late 60s. Perhaps the word which best describes
the late 1960s and the early 1970s is turmoil
. This was
the time of the Vietnam War, the Cambodia invasions, vio-
lence at Kent State and Jackson State, and widespread racial
unrest across the country. It v,7as a time of experimentation.
It was a time of questioning oneself and one's values. It
was a period of alternatives: alternative energy, altered
states of consciousness, alternative educational systems,
alternative lifestyles and cultures. Within these possibili-
ties, Blacks and other groups, traditionally termed minori-
ties demanded to be recognized not as members of America's
melting pot, but as social and/or political entities within
the great American democracy. The events of the 60s and 70s
point out that art and politics are intertwined, and demon-
strate the truth in Eric Larabee's statement in his intro-
duction to Toffler's Culture Consumers that politics means
the "rights of every element in the community to be served
. . . the marble-pillared museum and the storefront in the
ghetto" (1973, p. xv)
.
And so, pockets of special-interest
groups surfaced during this era, declaring pride in their
heritage, demanding recognition of their cultures and also
utilization of their own local resources.
By the mid 60s, we were also beginning to see a
gradual increase in the standard of living, with incomes
rising and people having more leisure time. With more
money to spend and more free time to fill, the people s
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level of interest and involvement in the arts also rose.
The most obvious changes came first in the urban areas with
increased income, education and leisure time, and
where exposure to the country's social, political and
cultural changes were most frequent. New street theaters
and ethnic festivals, coffee shops with poetry and folk-
singing, galleries created from old trucking warehouses
emerged everywhere, drawing new attention to the arts at
a grassroots level.
In rural communities, where people remained rela-
tively self-sufficient, producing much of their own clothes,
food, functional tools and entertainment, the arts existed
as an (unrecognized) part of their lives. Change and the
unrecognized demand for support of locally organized arts
activies would happen later in the rural communities, if
at all in some.
Specific Factors That Have Shaped Community
Arts Programs in the 1970s
Ethnic and racial consciousness . A major contributor to
the formation of community arts programs today was the
awakened sense of cultural identity in the late sixties
by many ethnic and racial groups who had an interest in
their own heritage, and in the development of their local
resources. "With the growing realization of the importance
of neighborhoods comes the emerging neighborhood arts move-
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ment" (Burgard, 1979). Neighborhood arts as some people
call community arts, really refers to the independent cul-
tural programs which grew out of schools, churches, in
storefronts, in parks and in other areas of urban com-
munity life. Prior to the neighborhood arts programs, much
of what had constituted community arts took the form of
arts councils. These councils, functioned in a sort of
coordinating fashion in the 50s and early 60s for the inde-
pendent music schools, symphonies, dance companies et al.
However, by the late 60s there was the development of the
neighborhood arts programs, created not from the established
cultural institutions, but by residents of neighborhoods
in celebration of their own cultures. An example of such
a program is The Nev/ Thing Art and Architecture Center,
created in 1968 by a resident of a Black, Spanish-speaking
neighborhood in Washington, D.C. The New Thing operated
out of a storefront, sponsoring classes and workshops in
African and Afro-American dance, music and folklore and
hosting concerts and poetry readings by community members.
Neighborhood programs continued to blossom through-
out the country, not only in urban areas but also in sub-
urban communities. The fundamental difference between the
arts councils of the 50s and early 60s and the burgeoning
community-based programs lay in their purpose: whereas the
councils had a service or coordinating orientation, the
community-based programs were primarily interested in
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programming. Later as the councils expanded certain agencies
assumed both a service and a programming model.
The National Endowme nt for the Arts . A second signifi-
cant factor in the proliferation of the community-based
programs was the creation of the National Endowment for
the Arts (NEA) in 1965. Authorized by Congress under the
National Council on the Arts, NEA became the first feder-
al agency in U.S. history established solely for the
purpose of strengthening, encouraging and preserving the
development of our cultural heritage, our cultural organi-
zations and our artists, and as the official purpose state-
ment reads in the NEA Guide to Programs
,
"to make the arts
more widely available to millions of Americans."
Through a system of aid and matching grants, the
Endowment distributes public funds, appropriated by
Congress, in three categories: (1) Program Funds, wherein
money is awarded directly to artists or organizations, (2)
Federal-State Partnership Program, authorized to disburse
money to state arts agencies or regional arts councils and
(3) Treasury Funds, wherein grants are awarded to organiza-
tions on a 3 to 1 matching basis. In the beginning, both
the Program Fund and the Federal-State Partnerships Program
had the potential for giving immense direct assistance to
community arts programs however there were several problems
which had, first, to be ironed out of the system. To begin
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with the Program Funds were set up to reward "excellence"
in artists and cultural institutions, and since no criteria
had been determined for judging excellence at the community
level, many of the neighborhood, community and rural arts
programs were unable to compete for this money because
they did not fit into any category.
And there were other difficulties. The formation
of the Federal-State Partnership Program meant great
potential for the growing number of community arts programs,
but it also meant frustration because of a new layer of
administrative bureaucracy, for with the creation of the
Endowment came new arts agencies at the state level. Al-
though seven state arts agencies (SAA) existed prior to 1966,
with the Utah council going back as far as 1899, most of
the state agencies emerged as a means of administering
federal dollars and addressing the needs of their state's
constituency. Yet it was nearly ten years before community
arts programs received direct support through the SAA's
relationship to the Federal-State Partnership Program, until
after the SAA had administrative staffs large enough to
handle the Federal-State Program.
In 1976 Mary Regan, currently Director of the North
Carolina Arts Council, made a study called "Community
Development through the Endowment." In her findings she
notes the following statistics: in F.Y. '75, the first
year communities received funds under Federal—State Part-
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nership, 34 states awarded 58 grants to community arts
programs. Between F.Y. 'TS-'TG state appropriations
to community arts agencies were estimated at approximately
10-20% of the state's Federal-State Program budget, itself
determined according to a state's population. By the
following year this figure had jumped slightly showing
809 community arts programs receiving $1,202,140 in assis-
tance under the Federal-State Program. Yet even this figure
was not enough to support the rising number of community
arts programs
.
Fortunately a second program, instituted within the
Endowment in 1974, created a new avenue of federal support
for local arts programs. This program was the Expansion
Arts Program, whose focus "lies with neighborhood and
community-based programs where citizens have the opportu-
nity for significant input, involvement and direction
regarding artistic, administrative and developmental policy"
(NEA Guidelines, 1976-77). Through Expansion Arts, federal
assistance became available to a wider segment of arts pro-
ducers and consumers at the community level. Examples of
programs funded through Expansion Arts in 1978 are: Centro
Cultural de la Gente de San Jose (California) , a community
cultural center sponsoring a program of Mexican-American
art and culture with workshops, presentations and local
performing and visual arts groups. The Ames Society fo£
—
Arts (Iowa)
,
to support classes in visual arts, dance, and
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art therapy for juvenile offenders, the handicapped,
children in rural communities and senior citizens. Appal -
—
Inc
. /Roadside Theater (Kentucky) to support theater
training for members of the appalachian community. The
Cultural Council Foundation/Lower East Side Printshop (New
York)
,
to support workshops in graphic arts for the com-
munity. The Butte Arts Council (Montana)
,
to support a
rural project in which community members would participate.
The Bicentennial
. In the early 1970s hundreds of communi-
ties around the country began planning special activities
to commemorate the heritage and the future of the United
States through the Bicentennial. To quote Toffler once
again it was a time of "consumption, or the rise in mass
public interest in the arts" (1964, p. 4) . Since the
Bicentennial was designed to pay tribute to American heri-
tage, many of the programs were executed with a cultural
orientation
.
Here I would like to digress for a moment to examine
various definitions of the word culture since I believe
that the interpretation of the word has influenced the
way that arts programming has developed in different areas.
A survey ("Americans and the Arts") conducted in
1975 of Americans sixteen years old and older indicated
that most people perceive of culture as an integral part
of their lives. The definitions varied substantially by
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age, income, education and race, as well as by geographic
area as a second survey revealed.
The results of the 1975 survey are evident in
Table 1. The findings indicate that the responses of the
upper income and college educated groups were more favor-
able toward the arts as a discipline (e.g. music, dance,
literature, etc.) than the lower income and less schooled
groups. For the upper income groups, art facilities and
opportunities (e.g. museums, theaters, dance companies)
are a larger part of their lives, thereby influencing
their answers.
In a survey which I conducted in 1978 in three rural
communities in western Massachusetts, residents were
asked in one question to define the term, culture . The
results of the survey agree with some of the findings in
the previously mentioned survey, especially with regard to
groups in the lower income and less educated categories.
More important, however, the 1978 findings show that most
respondents (78%), especially those in the lesser educated
groups, define culture as "historical background of people;
customs and traditions." 76% defined it as "life-style,
the way people live, behavior," while a slightly lower
percentage (72%) define the word culture as the arts.
Since people in rural communities generally have less ex-
posure and opportunity for involvement in the arts they
would be less apt to identify culture as "the arts" than
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others with more exposure.
For people in rural communities whose cultural
predilection was toward customs, traditions or activities
related to life-style, the Bicentennial provided them with
encouragement and support for developing community projects
that reflected their legacies or cultural identities. As
Edward McColgan of the Massachusetts Bicentennial Commis-
sion said, "projects, which are originated and accepted
at the local level, participated in by a cross-section of
the community, and carried out locally, will be the
Bicentennial" (1974, p. 6).
In an effort to stimulate local level programming,
administrative structures were established at the federal
and state levels and federal assistance was made available
to approved communities. In order to become eligible for
federal assistance, communities had to establish local
commissions and become designated as an American Revolution
Bicentennial Community by undertaking projects of a certain
theme. In Massachusetts, for example, a program had to
fit the official theme of either Heritage, Festivals, or
Hor i zons
.
Heritage Programs included activities which gave
an historical perspective to the community recalling an
aspect of its American heritage. For example, projects
could include: restoring old buildings to period condition,
dramatizing scenes from AJiierican history, publishing a book
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of ethnic recipes, music or dance, developing oral or
pictoral histories of a community.
Festival Programs were intended as vehicles for
sharing with other Americans the traditions, culture and
character of a community over the years. Projects under
this theme could include: having a community dance or
concert with period dress and instruments, taping a
concert for use through the public library, producing a
multi-arts event with foods, music, dancing, folklore and
games from the community as it would have been 200 years
ago
.
Horizon Programs comprised activities through
which Americans could commemmorate the past by looking
toward the future. Projects within this category could
include: restoring existing parks or building new ones,
developing beautification programs, painting murals on
buildings, at bus stops and on bridges, writing new cur-
riculum materials incorporating drama, the arts or music
into the subjects.
The Bicentennial's impact as a cultural plan, and
of its impact upon rural arts development . One of the most
significant aspects of the Bicentennial was the example it
set for cultural planning with a community emphasis to fos-
ter the development of rural arts programs. The impor-
tance of the Bicentennial as a cultural model of this
sort is demonstrated best by comparing the Bicentennial s
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evolution with the evolution of community arts programs.
In the early days of the National Endowment where
the first real signs of cultural planning occurred,
there was little focus upon arts activities within in-
dividual communities. Consequently, administrators at
the federal level never developed an overall plan which
stressed indigenous cultural development within all com-
munities, urban and rural, v;ith administrative and finan-
cial support from the state and federal levels. Although
cultural activities grew rapidly within communities dur-
ing the late 1960s, especially in urban neighborhoods,
funding for these programs did not keep pace. In fact,
as of FY 1974 appropriations to community arts programs
averaged only approximately 1% of many state arts budgets,
with about 87% of the community arts budgets going to
urban areas (NEA, 1978) .
The fact that arts programs did not grow extensive-
ly in rural communities during the 60s and early 70s was
not due to a lack of interest in cultural activities by
rural populations. Rather it was a question of relevance.
For the arts to flourish they have always required, as
Herbert Read says, "spontaneity and vitality, which comes
when things are created from within the beholder as an
experience of [her/his] own experience . . . For every man
is potentially an artist" (1955, 129). "The people who
live in our towns and villages," continues Read, "should
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be artists in their own right not merely passive receptors
or even active appreciators of a metropolitan culture"
(p. 121). Thus Read articulates one of the problems funda-
mental to the lack of democracy or of democratic cultural
planning in tliis country: that rural populations, who de-
serve to have their own cultural expressions, frequently
have urban or metropolitan cultures imposed upon them.
By contrast the Bicentennial did have a master
plan which was conceived out of an interest in developing
the Guidelines stated, "activities which express the
pluralistic nature of Araerican society . . . which stimu-
late a significant change in the American approach to the
arts experience . . . which provide for community parti-
cipation and involvement at every level from planning
through education" (cited in American Bicentennial Ad-
ministration, 1974). In order to execute these goals the
Bicentennial Commission established at the initial plan-
ning stages of the Bicentennial, a three part administra-
tive structure which would facilitate implementation of
the program's goals. This three-part administrative struc-
ture, consisting of federal, state and community commis-
sions was arrived at through a formative planning process
at the federal level. It was a structure which community
arts eventually evolved into but without the forethought at
the federal level.
The result of this well planned Bicentennial Program
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was the genesis of thousands of new programs in hundreds
of new communities, urban and rural, large and small,
high income and low income. In particular there was a
definite increase in the number of programs in rural
areas, many of which were natural outgrowths of the local
traditions and culture and whose impetus was from the Bi-
centennial
.
Much of the growth and the endurance of organized
rural arts programs was due to the relevance which the
Bicentennial's purpose had for rural people. Recall,
for a moment, the difference in perceptions about the
word culture between rural and non-rural populations. To
the majority of residents in the three rural communities
surveyed in 1978 as well as the lower income and the less
schooled groups from the 1975 national survey, culture was
defined primarily in terms of traditions and customs, and
life styles. Thus programs in homecrafts, oral history,
folk music, festivals or building renovations were natural
expressions of the cultural life in many rural communities.
The Bicentennial was a catalyst in many areas, stimulating
residents in rural communities to organize the activities,
already familiar to them, into active programs with parti-
cipation from a wide spectrum of the population.
In many ways the Bicentennial was the only feder-
ally authorized program to have broad based impact upon
the cultural life of rural populations. One other program
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which influenced the development of rural arts in small
pockets around the country was the Agricultural and
University Extension Service, This program was estab-
lished to address the needs—agricultural and other—of
farm populations. Around 1921 emphasis in the Extension
Service's consultation changed to include the development
of recreational and leisure time activities. The result
was new programs in 4-H for children, home economics, and
cultural programs of all types for adults (these included
music, dance, folklore, handcrafts, writing and drama)
.
With guidance from the Extension Service, cultural programs
grew rapidly. Within eleven years there were programs in
14,000 communities throughout the country (Patten, 1937).
Yet certain problems, primarily related to local level
leadership prevented many programs from becoming self-
sufficient or even expanding beyond a very elementary stage.
The lack of local level leadership and the limit-
ed assistance (primarily financial) have remained inhibi-
tors to the development of organized community arts
programs,
especially in rural areas. While the Bicentennial
was an
impetus for the creation of many new cultural
activities
in rural communities, without local leadership
or extended
assistance, the programs frequently dissolved.
Even though
the growth in a consciousness toward
community cultural
activities had been quite extensive in
the late 1960s and
the early 1970s, much of the assistance
remained concen-
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trated in the urban and suburban comrauni ties
. in those
geographical areas where financial and technical assis-
tance was directed, arts programs began to take on
certain characteristics which established them as a new
wave of cultural organizations. Yet the rural communi-
ties
, without the same assistance would remain less
developed for some time.
Community Arts Today: Characteristics
of the Programs
What's happening is not a ground swell, but it
is a surge. Throughout America the arts are
once again beginning to take hold in community
life--not just precariously as has been their
wont, with a toe grip here and there, but in
many places with solidarity and depth, as if
they seriously intended to stay.
(Kamarck, 1975, p. 6)
According to the National Association of Community
Arts Agencies (NACCA) there are an estimated 2000 community
arts organizations throughout the United States today.
(Considering that Massachusetts alone has an estimated
700 programs, this figure is undoubtedly low.) Community
arts organizations vary tremendously in level of sophis-
tication, budget size, range of activities, sources of
funding, and constituency served. A research study conduct-
ed for the Endowment by Jim Backus (1977) , now with the
American Alliance for the Arts, indicates that approximately
124 organizations have budgets of over $100,000, and that
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at least 230 coim.iunity arts organizations are municipally
based
.
The term community arts covers an enormous range
of activities from grassroots theater, to big-name artists
visiting small towns, to festivals in places everywhere.
Community arts organizations answer to a wide range of
names. Some are called agencies, some are programs, some
are centers, some are guilds, while others are associations.
Generally speaking, programs are distinguished from agencies
or councils by the fact that programs reflect a single
institution and perform a variety of activities in the name
of that one institution. By contrast, an agency or a
council has a membership comprised of independent arts
programs (schools, arts centers, theater groups, dance
companies), and the council performs services on behalf of
that total membership. The Carriage Towne Players, for
example, is a community arts program in Massachusetts that
produces plays with a local cast, and sponsors all its
activities under its own name. The Pontiac Arts Council,
however, provides administrative services for its member
organizations as a service to the organizations.
There are both public and private community arts
organizations. Private ones have a Board of Directors com-
prised of citizens who act as the governing authority for
the organization, whereas a public organization's governing
board is a unit of city, town, or county government.
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Private community arts organizations, in order to be
eligible for public or private funding, must be incorpor-
ated and tax-exempt as a 501(C)(3) (charitable) institu-
tion. The ratio of private to public agencies nationwide
is approximately 7 to 1, although public agencies are on
the rise as cities appoint more mayor's offices of cultural
affairs and as universities increase local arts programming.
In general, all community arts organizations per-
form either a service or a programming function, and some
organizations serve both functions. Community arts organi-
zations in the business of programming do so for the
direct enjoyment and involvement of the general public or
of a specific constituency such as school children,
prison inmates, residents of small towns, etc. Arts acti-
vities which a programming organization might sponsor
could include such things as organizing and/or conducting
workshops, classes or concerts and performances; arranging
trips to cultural institutions; producing an arts festival;
exhibiting the work of local or other artists; running
lectures or seminars. Within the area of programming, there
are varying degrees of involvement by residents of the
community, and therefore differing extents to which programs
meet the strict definition of community arts as it refers
to
participation in decision-making and administration by the
const i tuency
.
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Arts organizations that function in a service
capacity often act as coordinators for independent arts
programs, providing services such as information to
members regarding upcoming grants and deadlines, resource
information, distribution of a calendar of events to avoid
scheduling conflicts by members, bulk mailing services, and
skill development assistance in management and financial
matters .
One organization which offers both services and
programs is the Arts Extension Services (AES) in Massachu-
setts. AES is a regional community arts organization serv-
ing the six— state New England area with special emphasis
upon western Massachusetts. Working as an outreach pro-
gram of the Division of Continuing Education at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, AES provides advisory
and consultative services to artists and craftspeople,
independent arts organizations (both established and emer-
ging)
,
and to individuals interested in developing cultural
arts programs within community settings. In addition
to
the technical services, AES also offers several
programs
for the public: a credit course in Arts Management,
a three
day arts and crafts festival, usually
attended by some
20,000 people from around the northeast,
as well as a one-
day conference dealing with issues and
strategies in com-
munity arts.
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Aside from its programs and services, the univer-
sity setting of the Arts Extension Service is also an
example of one of the many less conventional places where
community arts activity began to take hold in the mid 1970 s.
Although many colleges and universities have had departments
srt, music, dance, theater and literature for some time,
only recently have they had cultural programs with an out-
reach or community emphasis on their academic campuses. (I
am excluding those programs related to the Agricultural
Extension Services since they reflect institutional or
organizational goals that differ from those of the liberal
arts colleges
.
)
Another unconventional arena in which arts programs
have flourished during the past decade has been secondary
and elementary schools, both public and private throughout
the country. The nationwide, Artist-in-Residence Program,
which was established cooperatively between the Endowment
and the U.S. Office of Education, has given a boost to the
arts within the educational community. Through the Artist-
in-Residence Program (AIR)
,
a practicing artist is funded
to v/ork within a school, half-time in a teaching role with
students half-time to work in an open studio format. The
primary purpose of the program, as it was initially con-
ceived, was to give "disadvantaged" children first hand
exposure to, and experience working with an artist in the
children's own environment. Therefore, schools selected to
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host an artist-in-residence were usually in an economically
or culturally impoverished area frequently inner city
ghettos or rural towns.
In certain states, the Artist-in-Residence concept
was expanded to community with a library or other town
organization hosting an artist. Massachusetts, one of
the states that pioneered this program, placed a film-
maker and videotape artist in a community to work with any
interested resident. The result was several films, made
by residents on local life and in the town, workshops in
film-making in the local schools, and a feature videotape
to be used as PR for another arts organization.
The Artist-in-Residence Program has been, poten-
tially the most influential federally funded arts program
for community arts development. The concept of non-artists
working with practicing ones is educationally sound and it
certainly has been cost effective as far as it has gone.
My argument with the Artist-in-Residence Program lies not
in its purpose, but with its execution. What the program
lacks is a training component. One training segment ought
to be for those artists entering a residency as instructors
who have never worked in a teaching capacity. Many artists
need to develop teaching skills in order to increase the
impact of their work.
The second training component should be for teachers
in the case of school residencies, or for selected residents
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in the case of community residencies. These people would
benefit from help in developing strategies, funding and
overall support for the arts activities once the artist
has gone. Without sufficient in-house training many pro-
grams that are initiated under the Arti st-in-Residence
system, die out, and thus become only a memory for the
priviledged few who had the opportunity to get involved
while the artist was around.
Elementary and secondary schools and community
libraries were only a few of the places in which arts
programs with a community focus emerged during the mid
1970s. Community centers, hospitals, prison, recreation
bspsrtments
,
senior citizen centers and even local chambers
of commerce were organizations which sponsored cultural
programs for their constituencies.
The following is a list of programs which are
examples of the community arts activites that grew in the
70s. Although the list is by no means fully representative
of all programs, it does illustrate the types of programs
which were more visible by the mid 70s, and which frequently
received federal assistance under the Endowment's Expansion
Arts Program. Connecticut Prison Performing Arts, Inc , where
inmates have opportunities to perform plays which they have
v/ritten from theater workshops. Horizons (Massachusetts),
a gallery and sales outlet operated by patients from an out-
patient psychiatric clinic who sell their own work. Cleve -
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j^nd Heights Park and Recreation Department (Ohio) which
supports the Cain Park Summer Theater offering quality
plays at low prices as well as other multi-arts events to
the comraunity. Downtown Community TV Center, Inc
. (New
York City) which sponsors workshops in television arts and
media services for low-income persons from Chinatown and
the Lower East Side. Berkshire Artisan's/Pittsfield Council
on Aging (Massachusetts)
,
where senior citizens take free
workshops in various media and operate a gallery to sell
their work and subsidize their incomes.
Trends and Conclusions
There is currently a very upbeat feeling with regard
to the future of the arts in community life. Everything
that has happened over the past twenty years has demon-
strated increased participation in the arts at all levels;
through federal and state funding, policy considerations
about community arts, and local participation by a broadened
arts audience. However, involvement of federal and state
dollars is always subject to economic health, political
philosophies and competition from louder or more influential
special-interest groups. Money that goes for an Artist-in-
Residence program today will contribute to a battery powered
automobile tomorrow. One thing that we can be sure of is
the basket in which not to put all of our eggs is the one
holding federal or state money. But what we can count on
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to continue, as the last ten years tell us, is support,
interest and participation at the local level in cultural
activities
.
There are many indications that Americans love the
arts, would choose to get involved in arts activities if
they had the opportunity and would even contribute money
to support arts programs. The 1975 survey "Americans and
the Arts" which was mentioned earlier in this chapter gather-
ed important docum.enta tion of people's attitudes toward the
arts. The survey reveals several important factors which
i bslieve should influence any future policies in the arts.
These statistics show that 93% of the respondents felt that
"it is important to the quality of life to have cultural
facilities;" 86% of the respondents agreed that "some means
should be found to present more performances of music,
theater and dance in all parts of the country so that all
Americans have an opportunity to attend;" 63% agreed that
"most people enjoy attending arts events." (Enjoyment is not
believed to be limited to a particular elitist group.)
65% don't feel that TV, radio, tapes give them sufficient
culture or entertainment; 58% of the people responding to
the survey indicated that they would be willing to pay an
additional $5 annually to support arts activities and
facilities; although 81% of all respondents said that arts
facilities and activities are important in community life,
40% also said that they had no such opportunities in their
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communities. In rural areas this paucity was quite pro-
nounced with 37% of the rural respondents having attended
no cultural events in 1974.
At the government and state level opinion seems to
be in support of all the arts, high art, low art, cultural
institutions, and community arts organizations. There is
much evidence of this opinion and we need only to look
at such things as the policy statement drafted at the
National Governor's Association meeting in August, 1978,
which includes comments on the value which states should
place on the arts. According to the policy statement as
reported in the Arts Reporting Service "States should place
increased emphasis on appropriations for the arts and for
arts agency programs to preserve our cultural heritage and
bring the arts to the people . . . States should emphasize
the economic and cultural advantage of supporting arts . .
activities . . . states should exert leadership to stimu-
late the raising of corporate dollars to support the arts"
(1978, pp. 3-4) .
States are increasingly acting with dollar-and-
cents support of the arts. Between 1977 and 1978 more than
six state legislatures increased appropriations to the state
arts agency by more than 100%, with Minnesota increasing
by 254%. The Annual Survey of Legislative Appropriations
1977-78 conducted by the American Council for the Arts shows
increases in most state arts budgets , with only six states
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indicating decreases (see Appendix 1) .
While state and federal support has increased, there
also has been change in the privileged spot which the es-
tablished cultural institutions have held. With comple-
mentary increases in federal and state level administrative
positions more and more conmiunity arts activities are com-
ing into being. In almost every state there is a community
arts director for the state arts council. Cities through-
out the country are sprouting mayor's offices of cultural
to address an urban community's cultural needs.
On a national level, recent activity has created important
arts positions in the Department of Commerce, Labor, Agri-
culture, and Education, along with White House staff
specialists
.
The commercial importance of the arts is also being
recognized. As Bob Lynch writes in a news article, "The US
Department of Commerce has officially recognized the economic
impact of the arts by establishing its Office of Cultural Re-
sources in November 1977" (1979). Stuart Eizenstadt, a White
House advisor and official of the Economic Development
Agency, is quoted by Lynch as saying, "Arts related indus-
tries offer an economic muscle which has barely been identi-
fied, much less flexed. At a time when the economy and job
development are crucial aspects of our nation's well-being,
we can no longer afford to overlook their potential."
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Finally, Lynch notes that the national arts work
force (professional craftspeople, performing and visual
artists, poets, and writers, etc.) has grown approximately
5.6% a year since 1960, and in a semi-rural region in
western Massachusetts, the rate has been as high as 50%
per year.
But what does this growth in support for the arts
really mean for the little guy on the street who manages a
theater workshop in the backroom of a grocery store, not a
ballet company at Lincoln Center? Are the 1977-78 state
appropriations telling us that we can expect more for the
arts at the community level? if so, or if not, what does
any of this new consciousness and attention toward community
arts mean for rural populations?
It is not certain what the future holds for com-
munity arts, especially in rural areas. On the optimistic
side there seems to be a definite increase in financial
support for local level activity by state and federal govern-
ments. In states such as New York, California and Minnesota
state arts monies are allocated on a per capita basis, in-
suring some funds for each county—urban and rural. In
Massachusetts, the state arts council boasts increased ap-
propriations to community arts for FY 1979 as being 17% of
the state's $2.7 million budget. (Appropriations to cul-
tural institutions were 40% for the same year.) While this
17% figure does not seem particularly large, it represents
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a substantial increase from PY 1974 when state arts appro-
priations to community arts was around 1% for all fifty
States combined.
But money will never be the solution to increased
community arts activity especially in rural areas. Federal
and state monies could never cover all programming needs,
nor should they be expected to. What will increase the
likelihood of community arts programs organized in every
county, if not every community throughout the country will
be a new cultural plan which emphasizes local resource de-
velopment and citizen participation with federal and state
assistance
.
Recently the Task Force on Community Program Policy
was established by the National Endowment to study the con-
dition of community arts in this country. The Task Force is
charged "to recommend the creation of a delivery system
linking the National Endowment for the Arts, through local
arts councils and/or agencies, with the total community of
arts organizations" (1979). Recommendations will be deter-
mined after hearing testimony from various arts council
heads from around the country.
At best the Task Force will become a strong advocate
for community arts development and an important architect in
creating new cultural plans with community arts at the core.
At worst the Task Force will be another administrative layer,
entangled in the process of policy making with little under-
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standing of and commitment to change at the community level.
In order to insure the expansion of community arts
in rural areas, cultural planning must include strategies
for mobilizing and organizing all sectors of the community;
education, business, arts, citizens, etc. Decentralization
appears to be, in many states, one strategy for local level
organizing. Certain states; Georgia, North Carolina, Alaska
and Idaho, to name a few, have already implemented systems
of decentralization, turning over much of the decision-
making authority about programming and funding to regional
arts councils. Meanwhile, several states have completed
research studies and/or pilot programs which address the
special nature of community arts in rural areas. These
states include Wisconsin (1973), Connecticut (1974), Massa-
chusetts (1978), and Illinois (1979). The findings ought
to be reviewed by those people advocating the expansion of
community arts altogether, but in particular, community arts
in rural areas.
Finally, relevance is the critical factor in future
planning and organizing of community arts, particularly in
rural communities. Programs such as the VJPA, the Bicen-
tennial and the Artis t-in-Residence are worthy testimony
that many 7\jnericans will take an interest in cultural ac-
tivities if they are included in the planning process, and
if the programs relate to or expand upon their own life
experience
.
C II A P T E R III
THEORETICAL DISCLiSSION OF ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE, MOTIVATION AND LEADERSHIP
In considering the appropriateness of different
organizational structures, one must imagine how the mechan-
isms which are common to all structures function in relation
to the goal of a group or an organization. In the following
section I have defined two distinct organizational struc-
tures, a conventional style and a consensual style, and
have outlined the ways their mechanisms operate in differ-
ent situations. The challenge for administrators and
organizers of community arts programs is to determine which
of these styles is most appropriate to her/his organization
and to be sure that the mechanisms function accordingly.
Organizational Structures
Conventional structures . One of the strongest influences
for developing and maintaining structure within an organiza-
tion is the hierarchy of authority. Within conventional or-
ganizational structure each position in the organization is
related in some particular way to others, whether above or
below or at the same level. In other terms, each of these
positions is established within the organization as being
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either a ^Her and/or a respondent ; one either tells rules,
orders, or regulations, or one responds to these mandates.
Typically, this teller/respondent relationship establishes
a psychological state of dependency between both parties;
the respondent's dependency upon the teller is defined in
terms of rewards, approval, job security, and the teller's
upon the respondent is defined in terms of status, self-
esteem and recognition. This relationship almost implies
that the teller would have no position/role without someone
to receive the orders. In fact, the power vested in the
teller often comes, not from the ideas which s/he is trans-
mitting, but rather from her/his position within the organi-
zation relative to others. Likewise it appears that the
respondent could not act without the directions of some
"higher" power, and that the member is responding to the
administrator as much as to the need to accomplish the task
itself. Is this really the case? Is it fair to assume
that group members cannot function or carry out tasks with-
out supervision? Because each example could describe a
different situation and therefore would demand a complement-
ing response, an absolute answer to the previous questions
is not possible. However, it is simply interesting to real-
ize the dynamics that may operate within the organization
due to this hierarchichal structure.
A second regulator or monitor of group performance
within the organization is division of work, or task
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specialization. Division of work is probably the most ef-
ficient method of getting the job done when dealing with
large groups of people, all of whom have varying skill
levels, incentives, and/or motivation levels. Group members
can often feel like instant experts when concentrating in
and perfecting a particular task. Feeling like an expert
can be as true for the laborer in the Montgomery Rose
Company
,
who sorts out the perfect from the imperfect
flowers for shipping
,
as it is for the publicity chairperson
of a volunteer community organization. Each person is
responsible for a limited area, and can accomplish some-
thing manageable within that specifically defined area.
However, such specialization can reduce the challenge for
creativity, innovation, and risk-taking. Hence, the worker
may begin to experience feelings of boredom, discomfort and
perhaps frustration at the lack of personal challenge.
Organizational behaviorist Christ Argyis (1957) provides a
perspective on this frustration, stating that:
the human personality we have seen is always attempt-
ing to actualize its unique organization of parts
resulting from a continuous, emotionally laden, ego-
involving process of growth. . . . Moreover as
specialization increases, the less complex motor
abilities are used more frequently. These, research
suggests, tend to be of lesser psychological impor-
tance to the individual (pp. 11-12) .
Applying Argyis' ideas, we might conclude that al-
though the publicity chairperson, for example, feels ac-
complishment as a volunteer reporter, s/he will most likely
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begin to lose interest in the organization if not given the
opportunity to try other tasks with responsibility.
Another aspect of organizational structure which in
conventional structures contributes to the development of
conforming behavior within the group is the system of rules
and regulations. There are some obvious advantages to a
pre-set system which establishes the parameters of accepted
behavior for the group, thereby maximizing potential effi-
ciency for all members. Without these established regula-
tions, people often waste time and energy determining, with
each new task or need, a new set of norms. For example, a
frequent problem within volunteer organizations is the
balance between social time and work time. Often, new
members, who are unfamiliar with the organizational prac-
tices of a group, and eager to be accepted by veteran
members will digress into social chatter while a meeting is
underway. Establishing a specific meeting time and separate
social time for the group is important and could most ef-
fectively be implemented when planned in conjunction with
group members. Establishing priorities for the organization
as a means of setting rules can often lead to more efficient
use of general meetings , and make members feel more satis-
fied in their accomplishments.
The danger or impending disadvantage of adherence to
rules and regulations comes when leaders are not flexible
enough to modify the rules if the situation warrants it.
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Leadership style or management style must be si tuational ly
defined if it is going to realistically reflect the growth
and changes within an ever-changing world. Therefore, the
implementation of a system of rules and regulations must
also be handled in a style which can accommodate these
changes, and allow for innovative and creative growth with-
in the organization.
The final factor of organizational structure is a
system of rev\;ards and punishment. Because so many of the
rewards offered to members within a conventional organiza-
tional structure tend to satisfy such immediate needs as
money, job security, vacation benefits, or approval from
superiors, workers are easily enticed into the established
structure. If a task is accomplished to the satisfaction
of the authorities who generally set the rules, regulations,
standards and criteria for quality work, then rewards are
offered. Here we begin to see how the reward itself could
become the incentive to work; the work could become simply
a means to the reward ("It's just a job. I need the money.")
Also, threat of punishment for not meeting expected standards
can also be the incentive for task-accomplishment. However,
the most serious effect which impending punishment has upon
the member is "to reduce the probability of risk taking.
When people face possible punishment, they normally take
safe, conservative courses of action. They do not engage in
innovative, creative behavior because the perceived risks are
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too great" (Finch, Jones & Litterer, 1976). it is exactly
this lack of creativity, this fear of pursuing an individual
solution toward a problem within a task which often forces
the group-member into conforming behavior at the expense of
her/his own personal growth. Here, too, we are faced with
the complex problem of developing and maintaining organiza-
tional standards while developing individual potential.
This discussion of conventional organization
structure is provided to show how, in certain situations,
the mechanisms which are fundamental to all organizations
are sometimes used to limit rather than to facilitate group
decision-making or individual input.
Victor Vroom (1973) developed specific categories
for the decision-making styles used by leaders. These
styles range from very autocratic or leader-make decisions
without group consultation (AI) to a group consensus style
where the leader implements whatever the group decides
(GII) (pp. 69-71). I am not labeling conventional types of
structure blanketly inappropr iate--it is certainly far more
appropriate for certain situations than a collaborative
style. For example, a conventional structure with a Vroom
AI style might be appropriate for a committee head of a new
group which wants to produce in two weeks as a "sure fire"
fundraising event a conimunity musical. Because the committee
head has considerable experience in the scheduling and
financing of such an event, s/he might overrule the group's
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desire to produce the event, knov/ing that it is not likely
to succeed.
However, if the comraittee head were interested in
developing a collaborative approach in the group over a
period of time, s/he would display interest and support in
the group s ideas thereby modeling a group-oriented ap-
proach although the final decision would still be made
by the leader. The point here is that collaboration is
as much an expressed attitude as it is a displayed behavior.
consensual organizations the premise upon which the
organization is based is shared decision-making and group
member input (Holleb and Abrams, 1975). Whether in the
type of conventional organizational structure described
earlier or in a consensual structure, such as a community-
based group, different situations require different
decision-making approaches. And yet, the same principles
or mechanisms for developing organizational structure are
operating in both types, as we will see in the following
section
.
Consensual structure . Consciously or unconsciously hierar-
chies develop even within the consensual organization. This
development stems from the realization that some people have
more knowledge or skills in a particular area than others,
and hence are in a better position to make decisions and
offer advice in that area. In addition, those who are less
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skilled often feel hesitant to assume responsibility for
tasks, and thus feel more secure when being told what to do
(Holleb and Abrams, p. 128). Thus, informal hierarchies
develop around certain tasks, based upon varying ability
levels in the membership. in other instances people take
on positions of influence because of their personal power;
thai. is, a winning personality in one member may serve to
give the group confidence and dependence in that person.
Or, in some cases leadership or influence may grow from a
person's assertiveness in getting the job done ("eager
beaver" style)
.
Here I want to point out that the emergence of in-
formal or formal hierarchies within consensual organizations
is not necessarily a negative influence upon the organiza-
tion. What becomes important is how this hierarchy is
viewed and used by those in influential positions and by
other members of the group. If those with responsibility
for decisions exclude group members from contributing to
that decision-making process, then the collaborative merit
of the hierarchical pattern is defeated, and a conventional
teller/respondent mode is in operation. However, if members
are consulted and included in decisions which affect them,
as well as in those which relate to planning, then a hier-
archical system can be effective.
Teamwork and collaboration are very necessary ingre
dients in consensual organizational structure because
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involvement in planning tends to increase the participation
and commitment of members to the ideas being developed;
this commitment greatly enhances the long-term chance of
success of a program (Knittel, 1970, p. 22). However,
people require experience and practice in making decisions
about program business if they are to develop the skills
and confidence necessary to assume initiative and responsi-
bility. Even when enthusiasm about an idea is high, it
takes skills, or methods, to translate these "neat" ideas
into workable strategies. Elliot Eisner (1972) discusses
the importance of skill development in relation to the
learning of art in children. He proposes that without tech-
nical skills to master a medium, a child feels frustrated
and unable to express her/himself in that area and the
best ideas may remain formless (p. 157). Likewise, a com-
munity arts coordinator with the most creative and exciting
ideas for a news article can meet with disappointment when
trying to write the article unless s/he has had writing
experience, practice and has developed skills in journalism.
We are not born with all the skills we need to get along in
life
.
Learning skills is as crucial for the growth and
development of an organization as it is for an individual.
But, successful consciousness raising does not provide
people with an awareness about their situation without also
providing strategies for developing plans for action plans.
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solutions and skills (Culbert, 1975, p. 87). Again Paulo
Freire's work (see Chapter I) is relevant, and serves to
support Culbert 's statement. For Freire, telling the
peasants of their oppressed condition was insufficient for
developing a real, or "critical consciousness." Instead,
Freire developed a highly structured, yet flexible program
through which they taught themselves to read and write
while engaging in dialogue about concrete situations in
their everyday life. As Freire notes.
To acquire literacy is more than to psychologi-
cally and mechanically dominate reading and writing
techniques. It is to dominate these techniques in
terms of consciousness; to understand what one
reads and to write what one understands; it is to
"communicate" graphically. Acquiring literacy does
not involve memorizing sentences, words, or
symbols--lifeless objects unconnected to an exis-
tential universe--but rather an attitude of creation
and re-creation, a self-transformation producing a
stance of intervention in one's context (1973, p.
48) .
Freire's model demonstrates an approach to conscious-
ness raising where strategies that allow for the individual
to create solutions to her/his oppressed condition are
clearly defined. In light of the factors discussed in
Chapter I, I believe that the connection of Freire's process
to community arts development is clear.
At an organizational level, making decisions that
include maximum input from individual community members can
often be accomplished through an arrangement of subgrouping.
Subgrouping happens when individuals work in small groups or
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committees to make decisions designated for or by that
group, and then report these ideas or decisions to the
larger group for approval. At the community level we see
the subgrouping format in operation in many organizations
of the town, e.g.. Board of Selectmen, School Committee,
Historical Society, etc. Utilizing this format allows a
of people to have input into decisions in which
they are interested and then to report to the full group
(or the town) for approval. Ideally this arrangement ought
to not only expedite decision-making (it is easier for five
people to come to a decision than for twenty-five people)
,
but more importantly it should give group members a sense of
direct involvement and influence.
Motivation
Research into motivation has been conducted by such
prominent theorists as Maslow (1954), Atkinson (1958, 1964),
Herzberg (1959), McClelland (1961) and McGregor (1960,
1966). Although each researcher has developed a particular
model of motivation, all theorists begin from the assump-
tion that individuals have basic needs or motives which
influence behavior. A brief survey of selected theories
should provide useful information to the initiator or or-
ganizer of community arts programs.
J.W. Atkinson (1964) categorized three different
motives: (1) the need for achievement (or, success according
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to personally-established standards)
, ( 2 ) the need for
close relationships with other people),
(3) the need for power (or, control or influence over
others). Atkinson assumed that whether or not motives are
perceived by an individual depends upon the situation, that
certain environmental factors will stimulate corresponding
motives in the individual. Likewise, Atkinson's model
postulates a direct relationship between expectancy (the
thought in an individual that needs will or will not be
met) and the behavior reflected by the individual. For
example, if a person fears that s/he won't make friends in
a new group (expectancy = need for affiliation)
,
her/his
behavior is likely to reflect this fear by being anxious
or uncertain.
Abraham Maslow (1954), a leading research scientist
in the field of motivation, developed the Hierarchy of Needs
Theory to explain how varying strengths of needs determine
a person's behavior at a particular time. Maslow' s theory
is similar to Atkinson's in the relationship between need
(or motive) and a corresponding behavior in the individual.
However the unique quality of Maslow' s theory lies in the
concept of need-strength and in the hierarchical relation-
ship in which needs are arranged. The five levels of need
or motives defined by Maslov/ are as follows: Physiological .
the need for food and shelter, to stay alive and to survive.
Safety : the need to be protected from physical harm or from
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threat of job loss. Belongingness : the need to be accepted
by other people. Esteem : the need to feel respect for one-
self and from others, and Self-Actualization
: the need to
develop one's own potential to the highest degree (1954,
pp. 80-103).
In Maslow's five-step hierarchical arrangement of
needs, motives are categorized in a developmental pattern
moving from, the strongest or lower-level needs. Through
this arrangement, Maslow assumed that, generally speaking,
the need with the greatest strength would be the most in-
fluential. If a woman is without a job, or other income,
and is faced with the prospects of stimulating volunteer
work, her physiological needs would probably influence her
toward taking a paid position in order to satisfy the
lower-level needs. At this stage, Maslow's motivational
hierarchy would look like the diagram below.
Figure 1 . A condition in which physiological and
safety needs are the strongest.
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However, the same woman’s needs or motives could
change under different circumstances. Once she has a job
and a guaranteed income for food and shelter, she may de-
cide to join a local club or organization in order to make
friends and contribute to her community. At this point
she would be motivated largely by social and esteem needs
as illustrated in Figure
Figure 2 . A condition in which social needs
are the strongest.
Other theorists, namely Herzberg and McGregor, have
created theoretical constructs of motivation as it relates
directly to job satisfaction and accomplishment. The "Dual-
Factor Theory" explained by Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman
(1959) postulates that jobs or tasks have certain character-
istics called satisf iers which relate to job performance and
the recognition which the individual believes s/he is getting
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for the work done. The most intense satisfier, according
to Ilerzberg, is recognition for achievement. Conversely,
i^ssatisfiers are job characteristics which relate to the
job environment, the physical space, working conditions and
treatment by personnel. Ineffective administration repre-
sents the strongest dissatisfier
,
and serves potentially to
develop low motivation in workers.
Douglas McGregor (1960) developed the "Theory X--
Theory Y motivational model which arranged the motives or
needs of most v^orkers into two categories. According to
Theory X, McGregor assumed that people find work to be
instinctively distasteful, that they are unmotivated and
lazy beyond the physiological and safety levels, that they
have no ambition, and that they dislike responsibility. In
Theory Y McGregor assumed that people find work enjoyable if
the conditions are good, that a wide variety of workers
(not just the leaders) enjoy making decisions and solving
problems, and that if people are motivated, they can be
self-directed
.
Applying McGregor's assumptions to work situations,
we can see that leaders with a Theory X perspective are
likely to keep tight control and structure on a group,
functioning from within a conventional organizational struc-
ture. Conversely, leaders who assume a Theory Y viewpoint
are more likely to invite group input in decision-making
and exert less control and structure on the group, thereby
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reflecting more of a consensual organizational structure.
Whether an individual works alone or within a group
context, having a sense of personal influence is one of
the most important motivators in maintaining commitment to
a consensual organization. Because many consensual organi-
zations operate as alternatives to the established, profit-
making hierarchical organizations, they are often staffed
by volunteers. According to Ruby Miller of the National
Center for Voluntary Action, a volunteer is "a person func-
tioning without compensation in a chosen assignment ... or
[one who] has emerged as a volunteer or a group of volunteers
seeks to meet a community need" (1972, p. 3). For volun-
teers, compensation in the form of money can never be the
motive for work, since it is rarely the reward. Recent
research indicates that over 80% of American adults belong
to one or more volunteer organizations (Randolph and Carter,
1976). What then are the motives for people, such as
volunteers, who work within a consensual type of organiza-
tional structure?
To answer this question, I made a survey of a
Continuing Education class, where some students were cur-
rently involved in areas related to arts administration, and
otJiers v;ere contemplating future v/ork in the field. When I
asked the class to list, from their experience, the reasons
wliy people do volunteer work with community arts programs,
1 received the following answers: (1) to make social or
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professional connections, (2) to get experience, (3) to feel
satisfied or worthwhile, (4) to have a creative interchange
with individuals, (5) to have a sense of power, (6) to be
in proximity to the arts, (7) to generate change, (8) to
be involved in a cause, (9) to have input into decisions
that are made about a program.
These answers certainly fall into line with Maslow's
higher-level needs, and with McGregor's Theory Y perspec-
tive on people-and-work
.
As I explored further, I found that my findings
agreed with those of Randolph and Carter (1976) in an
exploratory study comparing the motives or needs of volun-
teers in community arts programs to paid white and blue-
collar workers. Their research also indicated that arts
volunteers were motivated by higher level needs, e.g.,
"use of talents," "get involved in decisions," "challenge
ability." By comparison those same items were ranked much
lower for white and blue-collar workers, who were more
interested in the job as a stepping stone for advancement.
The key motivator for paid workers from the white or blue-
collar category was found to be a good leader--a character-
istic of importance also in Herzberg's "Dual Factor Theory"
mentioned earlier.
In conclusion, all behavior is prompted by internal
drives or motives which are either consciously or uncon-
sciously recognized. A basic knowledge of motivation theory
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would benefit the leaders or organizers of community pro-
grams in order to better understand the past and present
behaviors of group members as well as to predict and, to
some degree, to change future behavior. Although the
leader's capacity to change behavior could easily be used
toward a conforming and regulatory end, this ability can
also facilitate the development of group performance toward
achievement of the organization's goals in a manner which
is satisfying for the members. In many organizational
structures, conventional and consensual, the degree to
which a leader understands the motives or needs of her/his
group members is correlated with the leader's effectiveness,
and with the overall success of the organization.
Leadership Theory and Diagnosing
Leadership Style
Situational leadership is a critical factor for
implementing community programs with a consensual orienta-
tion. It requires the leader/organizer to work with group
members to help them gain interest and skills in a task,
and then to alter the leadership approach as the group be-
comes more capable, or mature. Since situational leader-
ship can be developmental, it requires that the leader's
direct influence upon the group change as the group demon-
strates increased initiative, interest and ability.
In the work of organizational behaviorists Paul
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Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard (1972), the concept of situa-
tional leadership has been postulated as part of an over-
arching leadership theory: the Life Cycle Theory of Leader-
—
• According to Mersey and Blanchard—with support from
earlier empirical studies (Korman, 1966 and Feidler, 1967)
there is no best style of leadership for all situations.
Rather, the varying degrees of maturity demonstrated by
different individuals or groups require a leader to con-
tinually adjust her/his leadership style to the group.
Hersey and Blanchard define maturity as "the level of
achievement motivation, willingness and ability to take
responsibility and task-relevant education or experience
of an individual or group" (p. 131) . Generally speaking,
groups at an immature level are operating from low level
needs, and require a more directive leadership style than
groups of higher maturity who are operating from higher
level needs. This description is, of course, a gross
generalization and must be viewed within the context of
specific task accomplishment and not representative of all
human behavior. According to the Life Cycle Theory, the
leader's style must adapt to the developing and changing
maturity level of a group with respect to a specific goal
or task.
The Life Cycle Theory of Leadership has emerged from
many different approaches to leadership theory and group
development. The early school of scientific management
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(circa 1900) emphasized a leader's ability to get a job.
High productivity or task accomplishment for the sake of
the organization's goals were considered priorities of and
signs of a good leader.
Later, the human relations movement introduced the
importance of group members as a dimension of leadership
style. Advocates of this school proposed that an effective
leader v/as one who used task accomplishment as a means of
developing personal and interpersonal satisfaction within
the group. This type of people-oriented leadership style
became known as relations behavior
,
whereas concern for out-
put or task accomplishment, alone, was known as task beha-
v_i^^. Although different labels have been applied to these
concepts over time and by various theorists, the concepts
have always referred to the leader's behavior-orientation as
perceived by others. Recall in Chapter I I referred to
Hersey and Blanchard's definition of leadership style as
"not how the leader thinks he behaves in his situation but
how others (most importantly, his followers) perceive his
behavior" (p. 112). And, for purposes of continuity in my
paper, I will refer to the two styles as task and/or rela-
tions. Until the mid-forties, theorists viewed these two
leadership styles as operating in a dependent, either/or
relationship to each other. That is, a leader was either
task-oriented or re lations-oriented . In 1945, research
coming out of Ohio State University indicated that leadership
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style was not necessarily an either/or definition of task
or relations behavior. Respondents to an instrument measur-
ing people's perceptions about how a leader acts in differ-
ent situations revealed that leadership style varied accord-
ing to the leader and to the situation, and often with
varying combinations of task and relations behavior. With
this knowledge, theorists realized that the either/or notion
of leadership style was invalid. Rather, they saw that the
task and relations variables could exist independent of one
another, and could be expressed in various combinations as
illustrated in Figure 3.
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William Reddin (cited in Hersey and Blanchard, 1972)
a management theorist, recognized that no one leadership
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style was correct for all situations, and therefore the
situational demands would have to be correlated with the
behavior style of the leader. Thus, he added a third di-
mension, effectiveness
,
to the Ohio State formula to measure
more accurately the appropriateness of a particular leader-
ship style for a particular situation. The important point
to recognize here is that the leader must behave in a manner
which is response to certain (external) situational varia-
bles. As I mentioned earlier, the effectiveness of her/his
leadership style is measured in its appropriateness to a
given situation as perceived by others . The critical factor
here is the situation variables which are largely defined by
the maturity level of group members (see previous definition
of maturity ) , that is in essence, what abilities and motiva-
tion they have for accomplishing a task. Hersey and Blan-
chard represented the Life Cycle Leadership Theory in a
curvilinear relationship between the task and relations
behavior of the leader and the maturity level of the group.
See Figure 4.
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The four-quadrant schema of the Life Cycle Theory
describes the correlation between the leader's style (the
amounts of tcisk and relations behavior s/he displays) to
the maturity level of the group. Since the theory is de-
velopmental, the schema moves in a progression from low
group maturity with an appropriate leadership style that is
directive (Qj) through stages of increasing group maturity
and decreasing leader-direction, to a stage of high group
maturity witli the leader, acting in a consultative or fa-
cilitating style (QIV) . This schema is a general pattern
of group devc!lopment and leadership style as applied to spe-
cific task ac^complishment
.
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By adding the dimension of group maturity to leader-
ship theory, ilersey and Blanchard have increased the leader's
ability to assess the probability of success of a particular
leadership style at a particular time; that is, recognizing
the group's maturity level helps the leader to predict what
type of leadership style will most likely get the group
response which the leader wants.
In general, low maturity level groups have little
interest or motivation for accomplishing a task, do not want
much responsibility for performing the task and have little
or no background experience or education in the task area.
When faced with a task, immature groups generally respond
in one of two ways. Type A: group members may display anger
or hostility toward the group leader v7ho is asking them to
perform, they may make impulsive and sarcastic remarks or
excuses and they may splinter into dyads or triads and make
non-related or complaining comments. I will call this type
the "negatives." In Type B, the behavior of group members
is far more passive and non-reactive than in Type A. When
pressed to perform, group members act helpless, but they
agree with an "oh Vjell" sign and a great deal of expressed
self-doubt. They continually ask "how do I do this?" of the
leader but do not consult each other. Both groups require a
highly directive and structured leadership approach with
ideas generally coining from the leader. With regard to the
Life Cycle Theory, I disagree with the amount of emotional
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(relations) behavior appropriate for this maturity level.
In regard to Type A, I agree with the Life Cycle Theory that
small amounts of relations behavior is appropriate from the
leader. Their negativism and sense of pride probably do
not respond to excessive emotional support. However, the
insecurity and self-doubt which Type B displays is highly
receptive to a lot of special emotional attention to the
members. They need lots of reassurance and coaching to
reinforce their own self-concept to maintain an interest
in the ta^ak long enough to develop the skills and background
necessary to solidify the task experience.
Whereas group members of an immature nature often
display resistance, hostility or passivity in the face of a
task, more mature members show just the opposite. They
generally shov^; interest and motivation to get the job done,
and a willingness and eagerness to take responsibility and/
or to participate in accomplishing the task. The higher the
maturity level of group members, the more experience or
knowledge relevant to the task they generally have. With
this type of highly mature group, displaying ability and
independence, the appropriate role for the leader is as
consultant or facilitator to the group.
Sometimes there seems to be a cause-and-ef fect rela-
tionship between task-relevant experience or education and
achievement motivation or willingness to assume responsibil-
ity. Often a lack of sufficient experience in a particular
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task area can produce a feeling of insecurity about engaging
in the task. This insecurity can, in itself, reduce the
motivational level for accomplishing (or even participating
in) the task. Conversely, sufficient background in a task
area increases a person's familiarity v;ith the subject
matter, which often results in an eagerness to, at the
least, participate in the task, or, at the best, succeed in
accomplishing the task. It is also possible that familiarity
with the subject area can produce low achievement motivation
if the previous experience has been negative. Whichever way
the experience influences the person, what is important to
note is that personal experience can increase the interest
and motivation toward task accomplishment. As I discussed
earlier, familiarity or involvement in the task area—the
content area--is generally not enough to develop personal
commitment to the task. If commitment is an objective, the
leader must engage group members in the process of doing the
task. The leader must give the group skills and strategies
which will enable them to accomplish the task independently
of that leader.
CHAPTER I V
PILOT ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL
AND LEADERSHIP THEORIES
The evolution of a grassroots community arts pro-
gram in a rural tov\7n provides a framework for an analysis
of the mechanisms and theories of organizational develop-
ment discussed in the previous chapter. As organizer,
change agent and director of such a program, known as
Hadley People Interested in the Arts (HPIA)
,
I wanted to
create a program with a consensual organizational structure
relying heavily upon the involvement of a small group of
tov/nspeople to design and execute it. The analysis herein
should serve to address any questions of applicability of
the theories examined in Chapter III, and can also serve as
a pilot model for analyses of other community arts programs
by project organizers.
As I discuss the evolution of HPIA, I am assuming
the interconnectedness between the program developments
(task) and the personal or interpersonal developments (re-
lations) of the overall program. Without the initial
volunteers as a nucleus there would not have been a work-
crew to develop the first community arts festival. And
without the first community festival or other successful
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tasks there would not have been vehicles through which to
develop personal self-confidence, trust and maturity in the
group. The task and relations aspects of the project are
inextricably intertwined. However, my primary interest in
this chapter is in the personal and group-development as-
pects of tl\e organization. I am interested in how the
mechanisms fundamental to organizational structure influ-
enced tl\e internal dynamics and consensual format of the
group. IlHIA has a grassroots origin, evolving from a
gathering of only four people who were little more than
distant acquaijitances
,
to a fully-functioning program
built upon strong friendships, collaborative decision-
making and successful arts activities. Although the real
structure and identity of HPIA did not evolve until five
people banded together with some vague ideas, the roots of
the organization's ideals, structure and the membership
began in the Hadley schools a year earlier.
Background of Hadley People Interested
the Arts
HPIA is a community arts organization which began
in 1974 in a rural town in Massachusetts. The town's popu-
lation is just over 4,000, representing a cross-section of
the American public: approximately 50% are of Polish farming
families who arrived in the area around the turn of the 20th
ceiitury; approximately 35% are of English heritage and
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descendents of the early landowners; and the remaining 15%
represent "New Hadley," having moved to the community with-
in the last 15-20 years. As in many New England communi-
ties, and certainly a rural characteristic, a large split
exists between the "Old" and the "New" Hadley, and between
the Polish and the Non-Polish residents.
IIPIA grew out of an expanded arts program in the
local schools in 1974 which brought me and an artist-in-
residence, John Getsinger, into the school to develop stu-
dent and teacher resources. The school activities stimulated
considerable excitement in this relatively dormant community,
which in the past had been quite conservative toward the
arts. The school effort expanded into the community as a
handful of parents saw the opportunity to launch similar
arts activities within the conmunity-at-large . With this
interest in mind, we invited other friends to subsequent
meetings, and within three months, community involvement had
increased two and one-half times.
Although the original efforts of HPIA were primar-
ily school- focused
,
the underlying purpose was to develop
the artistic interests of the town by highlighting indigen-
ous talents through workshops and festivals and by bringing
in visiting artists for performances and concerts. But
initially the group was without such a clearly defined pur-
pose. Nor did it have any specific organizational structure,
functioning simply as a group of people gathered together
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because of an interest in soraething vaguely related to the
arts. As time went on, however, and as the group developed
knowledge and trust about each other and produced several
successful activities, HPIA began to take on many of the
characteristics of a fully functioning organization, with
goals, norms and an internal hierarchical system. The
principle structure was a consensual organization with
basically a shared decision-making process. The mechanisms
which are common to most organizational structures were and
still are present in HPIA.
The Elements of Organizational Structure
and Motivation* Within HPIA
Organizaitional structure . The initial hierarchy within HPIA
evolved from both an "abilities influence" and from an
"assertiveness influence." Because of my background in the
arts, I assumed a leadership position from the start; the
group saw my role as the school arts workshop leader, the
festival organizer, etc. There was also an assumption that
I had organizing skills, an assumption which I found inter-
esting, since I had no formal organizing experience at the
time, except for the school arts efforts of the previous
year. I believe that my organizational "skills" were based
less upon experience or training, and more upon personal as-
sertiveness or determination to pursue the idea of develoj3-
ing a community arts program. In fact, I knew no more about
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a possible direction for IIPIA than did John, the artist-in-
residence with whom I worked. However, John was less
demonstrative than I, and therefore I stood out as the leader
because of my assertive behavior. An interesting digression
here is to note that during the first two years, John was
far better known in the community-at-large than I. if any-
thing, John has immediate personal power with the group and
with this power could have easily assumed a leadership role
with HPIA. He declared early on, however, that his interest
was not in administration or organizing, but rather in teach-
ing and practicing his art.
Although I assumed a leadership role from the start,
I always advocated a collaborative decision-making process.
For several months after HPIA began, I was so collaborative-
ly oriented that I co-signed every letter with an HPIA
member. In retrospect I see my motivation for this beha-
vior as being two-fold: first, I had strong convictions
that HPIA was to bo a community-based program, which would
require input from representatives of the town. As the only
non-Hadley member of the group, I felt that I would be the
last person in the group to officially decide what the town
might want or do. Second, the more involved in HPIA I
became, the more I regarded the town of Hadley as being a
special place with very special people. My position as
external change agent began to feel uncomfortable as I
developed closer relationships with people in the community.
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I was external/internal change agent, in a position as
change agent, facilitating more and more the emergence of
new ideas and activities, but with strong personal and
social ties with the people. Collaboration, therefore,
became a very important process to me as a means of satis-
fying my own need to belong to the group, as well as to
satisfy personal esteem needs which were developing as the
organization gained respect in the town.
In HPIA my strategy for getting people to work to-
gether in a collaborative fashion was initially through a
format of low-key meetings where we talked over ideas in a
relatively informal manner. I was aware that several mem-
bers were intimidated by the early meetings, feeling that
they had little or no understanding of community arts. In
retrospect I believe that I could have reduced this initial
anxiety by eliminating such words as "community arts" from
the discussion, and referring to our project as art projects
for Hadley or, for people in Hadley. Nonetheless, there was
a great deal of brainstorming and discussion around specific
ideas which I presented, and gradually people became more
familiar with each other, and therefore more comfortable
about asking questions or making suggestions. Actually, the
early meetings alv/ays extended hours beyond a logical end-
ing time because of the long socializing sessions which took
us a\;ay from business matters. By professional standards
these digressions might have appeared to be an inefficient
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or unproductive use of time, because specific decisions
about a particular task were delayed. However, if we
agree with Robert Paris
' s findings that individuals have a
tendency to form groups (1953), and that "the start of
group formation lies in the interaction of individuals who
are together" (Sherif and Sherif, 1969, p. 132), we must
realize that the socializing aspect of HPIA's early meet-
ings was a critical component for those individuals who
were in the process of forming a group.
However, IIPIA was not yet an organization, accord-
ing to the definition Etzioni gives for organizations as
"social units (or human groupings) deliberately constructed
and reconstructed to seek specific goals" (1964, p. 3). it
had no specifically defined goals at the onset, but rather
was at the stage of becoming a group, beginning to establish
informal norms, and eventually to set goals and procedures
for attaining these goals; individuals were engaging in the
process which typically defines the socialization of most
organizations. At a later stage in the group's development,
when goals had been more clearly articulated and the member-
ship was feeling more task-oriented in meetings, much of the
non-business, social talk was saved for post-meeting discus-
sion. But at the early meetings, individuals were simply a
group, gathered around similar interests and individual
needs, and thus the socializing served a facilitating func-
tion.
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As HPIA members began to show that they felt more
comfortable with each other, I began to place more emphasis
upon discussion and planning around specific ideas, with the
intent of developing a cooperative decision-making process.
My suggestion to sponsor a community arts festival served
as the first point of focus. Many members had previous
experience with or involvement in county fairs, church
bazaars, 4-Ii Club fairs, and therefore timidly offered ideas
and suggestions. I played a supportive and endorsing role
toward these first attempts at "sticking one's neck out."
Also, I would generally record all suggestions, and then
feed them back to the group in a synthesized fashion for
them to revievv/ and to reach consensus upon. Using Victor
Vroom's decision-making model, I was often operating in a
GII style with the group during these meetings. Operating
in this GII style with recognition for everyone's ideas in
all decisions was a satisfactory procedure as long as the
group remained relatively small. However, as the group
size increased from the original four members to about
fifteen people four months after HPIA began, we started to
have problems making full-group decisions. It became in-
creasingly more difficult to reach consensus about strate-
gies with fifteen people contributing ideas. Research, in
fact
,
shows that large group decision-making is not only
inefficient for the organization, but also extremely frus-
trating for group members. "When people become too frus-
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trated they lose interest; important decisions are not made
and organizational inertia holds sway" (Holleb and Abrams,
1975, p. 133). We have all experienced some degree of
frustration and alienation at gatherings such as town meet-
ings, or largo faculty meetings. At these meetings where
topics of interest are being discussed the large-group size
is frustrating to deal with, either because we ourselves are
too nervous to speak in front of a crov/d or because it takes
too long to hear everyone's ideas.
Motivation in group members . The formation of HPIA was a
grassroots operation without many of the traditional incen-
tives of security, money, etc., to encourage membership re-
cruitment. The motives and needs in most people who joined
the group probably fell into the higher levels, to use
Mas low's terminology, at the social or esteem needs level.
Some examples from the program illustrate this.
In the case of Kay, a member of the original
Parents Committee and also of HPIA, she was probably ful-
filling esteem and social needs. Having been housebound by
motherhood since age eighteen, Kay joined HPIA as a means
of finding friends and sharing interests in activities other
than those related to the household. Initially displaying
social needs, she gradually began to display esteem motives
as she experienced pleasure and satisfaction in carving
wooden bowls from the burls of trees, or in organizing
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nearly eighty artists for the first community arts festival.
Dem was a native of Hadley with a Ph.D. in optome-
try and an assortment of arts interests. He was one of the
first community recruitments, and immediately expressed
almost unequivocal enthusiasm for HPIA from the start. His
involvement in HPIA seemed to grow primarily from social
and esteem needs. Dem was a very sociable person, and did
not share the same lifestyle as many Hadley residents.
HPIA members appreciated Dem's eccentric and artistic man-
ner, while the organization's interest in promoting the
local arts gave Dem a vehicle for displaying his own work.
Naomi was one of the few practicing artists to
join HPIA. She was an energetic woman with strong inter-
ests in political and civic activities. She was highly
educated with an articulate and domineering manner, which
sometimes intimidated others in the group. Because of
HPIA's community development orientation it became almost
another challenging task in Naomi's already busy life. As
with Dem, HPIA gave Naomi a vehicle for displaying her art.
Initially, she seemed to involve herself in HPIA primarily
from esteem needs--as an accomplished artist who had a lot
to gain from HPIA's activities, and also as a task-oriented
person who had an interest in initiating new programs in
her community.
Thus, it appeared that many people joined HPIA
seeking to fulfill esteem or social needs, although I was
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not aware of that fact at the time. Instead, I felt per-
sonally so invested in the idea of creating a cooperative
structure that I organized the group from a consensual per-
spective. My intention was to develop the leadership
abilities within the group and to eventually transfer my
leadership position to a group member. I thought that using
this approach would make the project more of a community
program, represented by and administered by local residents.
The three-stage leadership process of organizing, developing,
and transferring leadership abilities is what I call cata-
lytic leadership
. It involves directing individuals or
groups into an organization with a structure of formally or
informally defined norms, goals, and hierarchies, then
developing the skills and commitment within the group around
this structure, and finally transferring the official leader-
ship responsibilities to a member of the group, so that the
original leader becomes a group member.
In Hadley I tried to act as a catalytic leader.
First I organized individuals around my fantasy of a com-
munity arts effort, then I suggested low-risk, achievable
tasks for group members in order to develop self-confidence,
skills and interest in the first project, which was execut-
ing the community arts festival.
In order to facilitate the development of skills and
personal influence, I occasionally suggested a system of
The first instance wherein sub-subgroupings for HPIA.
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grouping was used was in the planning stages of the first
coramunity arts festival. I presented the group with a list
of suggested workgroups to help organize the festival's
execution. Ilembers signed up for the responsibilities
which they wanted or for tasks which sounded interesting
(e.g., scheduling artists, entertainment, setting-up and
taking down exhibits or equipment)
. The process went
smoothly and the group expressed satisfaction with the sub-
group work. From then on throughout the year we alter-
nated between full-group meetings and subgroupings.
However, at the beginning of the second year I
suggested moving into a consistent subgrouping format
because I felt that meetings were becoming inefficient
and many people were not contributing sufficiently when
we met in the full group format. I thought that perhaps
in the subgroups they would. The group agreed to this
arrangement, and agreed that subgrouping might also give
some members a chance to learn new skills. Thus we broke
into three groups (Long Range Planning, Publicity, and
Festival Planning) with each HPIA member choosing where s/he
wanted to be. The subgroups were responsible for making de-
cisions and developing suggestions on issues related to
their group, and were then to present their findings to the
full group for approval. VJe agreed that time would be set
aside at the beginning of each meeting to hear from the sub-
groups, and the remaining portion would be for general
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discussion
.
But in the long run the subgrouping format proved
unsuccessful. Publicity functioned efficiently since many
of their tasks were cut and dry and clearer to divide up.
Long Range Planning became bored with long range tasks, and
felt uninspired by having to plan so far ahead. Several
people felt that the subgroups were taking the place of the
full group meetings, and this left many people feeling
alienated and ignorant of the activities of other members.
Perhaps one reason for HPIA's difficulty in imple-
menting a subgrouping system was the infrequency with which
the groups met. Congregating no more often than twice a
month was too large a gap between meetings, and left mem-
bers feeling disjointed and estranged from, each other and
from the collaborative orientation of HPIA. Subgrouping
would have been a more appropriate format for organizations
meeting on a regular and frequent basis where members would
know and trust the actions of others. Otherwise the sub-
groups can simply become autonomous organizations instead
of interconnected groups and serve no particular function
within a consensual organizational structure.
Another problem which surfaced when HPIA moved into
a subgroup format relates to homogeneity, v;hich can reduce
diversity and breed a certain degree of narrowmindedness;
it can also serve as a cohesive agent in a group. Groups
of a homogeneous nature can often tolerate greater internal
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conflict and resolve program differences because of a
shared value base between the membership (Ilolleb and
Abrams, p. 130). in a heterogeneous group, resolution is
complicated by the variety of right and wrong ways of com-
pleting a task, or defining a problem.
The issue of homogeneity vs. heterogeneity is evident
in HPIA in the case of Ellen who believed that "good"
or "real" art was in the opera, the ballet, or fine arts
in a gallery. Likewise Ellen thought that a good community
arts festival should follow the example of the Pennsylvania
State University Annual Festival
,
an event produced on a
grand scale to acconmiodate 10,000-15,000 people attending
over a three-day period.
Frequently during meetings devoted to planning for
the IIPIA festival, Ellen would suggest using the Penn. State
format as our model, also suggesting that only high-quality
(i.e., professional) artists should be invited. Clearly
Ellen's view of the arts within the tov/n of Hadley differed
significantly from other members, and from the original pur-
pose of IIPIA. In a short time Ellen, with her fine-arts
approach, had antagonized, if not alienated several members
of the group.
In addition, Ellen's possessiveness about her
publicity work soon became an obstacle to successful group
work. Early on in IIPIA' s history Ellen had offered to do
our publicity, saying tliat she enjoyed writing and it was
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something she could do at home. So we capitalized on her
skill and interest, and Ellen wrote publicity for HPIA al-
though she rarely attended group meetings.
However, after the decision to subgroup was made,
Ellen became less and less available for work. l encour-
aged her to teach others her skills so that she would have
more time for her paid job, which she said prevented her
from contributing more time to HPIA. She refused to work
with others, and eventually resigned from HPIA and the
Board of Directors.
Ellen's case highlights the pitfalls of subgrouping
and of a consensual orientation in some instances. For
some people, who operate from extreme esteem needs such as
Ellen, who wanted to feel like a success alone in her work,
a collaborative process was unsatisfactory. Perhaps Ellen
should have been assigned certain articles and left the
rest of the work for the publicity group to complete.
The different orientation tovv^ard work and toward the
arts between Ellen and the majority of HPIA was enough to
cause Ellen to leave, to eliminate the heterogeneous element
in HPIA. This type of natural selection process is common
to all organizations. In conventional organizational struc-
ture, homogeneity is created by using such payoffs as job
security, increased pay, or job promotion to create similar
and predictable behavior patterns in members. In a consen-
sual organizational structure, homogeneity comes from similar
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or decision-making orientations which attract like-people
to a cooperative organizational structure. l am not sure
that this sifting out process and the resulting homogeneity
is always healthy for, as Holleb and Abrams point out,
"that which an organization gains in ease of communication
and lack of conflict, it loses in diversity and breadth of
perspective" (p. 130 )
.
Although IIPIA's philosophical orientation was one of
shared decision-making, there have been instances when de-
cisions made through a group approach were not appropriate
to the abilities or interests of the group. Hence, we see
that neither a conventional nor consensual organizational
structure is the correct structure for all situations. De-
pending upon the values and goals of the organization, the
experience and abilities of the membership and the task at
hand, the mechanisms of organizational structure can serve
to limit or to facilitate a shared decision-making process
at a particular time. I will discuss in the next section
hov; the varying maturity levels of groups necessitate a
flexible structure, and how this flexibility is often de-
termined by a flexible leadership style.
The Life Cycle Leadership
Model Within HPIA
The catalytic leadership approach which I used in
HPIA was appropriate for the developing abilities of the
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group and the long range goals of the organization (i.e.,
to have a collaborative decision-making structure with a
rotating leadership)
. To implement the catalytic leader-
ship approach required a consistent, yet flexible leader-
ship style from me as different situations necessitated
greater or lesser amounts of direction and/or emotional
support for the group. This flexible adaptive leadership
style is called situational leadership . As defined in
Chapter I, it refers to the leader's ability to assess the
emotional needs and the ability level of a group, and to
respond accordingly. Situational leadership is part of the
Life Cycle Leadership Theory, which provided me with a
framework for reviewing and reflecting upon my own leader-
ship style with respect to HPIA. The theory has given me a
language and a diagrammatic means of describing the ap-
proaches I was using at different stages of the group's (and
my own) development.
As either Coordinator of the Hadley School and Com-
munity Arts Program, Director of HPIA, or a teacher in the
schools, I was constantly choosing and revising my leader-
ship style. Because much of my work in Hadley was of a
grassroots nature, my concern was not with the implementation
of prescribed goals or norms, but rather with the development
of goals and norms which reflect the individuals with whom I
was working. Naturally, I brought certain personal and pro-
fessional objectives to my work. My conviction that
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community involvement significantly increases the learning
resources of both teachers and students influenced the
direction in which I took the school arts program. HPIA
was another way of fulfilling this interest. Likewise,
the internal structure of HPIA discussed earlier in this
chapter reflected my personal preferences: team-teaching,
co-directing and shared decision-making
—specifically a
group or collaborative orientation rather than an individual
one
.
It would be impossible to objectively evaluate my
own leadership effectiveness with HPIA. Instead I will use
the Life Cycle Theory as a framework for analyzing the dif-
ferent phases of the group's development and of my own. In
many instances the group and I were at similar levels of
maturity with respect to the implementation of the task of
establishing a community arts program. What the group
lacked in background about arts programs, I lacked in
leadership experience. I was beginning from scratch with
HIPA, acting as much from intuition as from experience.
Although my graduate coursework provided some basic theo-
retical and conceptual references, my hands-on, skill build-
ing experience was deficient. In addition I tried not to
apply too much of my coursework directly to HIPA for fear
that the members would perceive themselves as a laboratory
for my graduate work, and consequently misperceive my mo-
tives as being strictly academic.
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The followinq represents a brief review of UPlA's
evolution, including an analysis of the group's changing
maturity level and of my leadership style. As a means of
translating theory into practice I have developed a list of
Behavioral Indicators (Table 2) describing both leader and
group behavior within the four quadrants of the Life Cycle
Leadership Theory.
In the early stages of HPIA, I was very directive
with the group. I usually initiated questions about where
we as a group wanted to head. I suggested a community
focus and the group agreed, but expressed self-doubt and
reservations as to their ability to do anything. Group
members deferred to me for answers, and rarely consulted
each other for advice or ideas. Group members were inex-
perienced in the task of developing arts activities, and
they resisted any responsibility at this point. The group
reflected a Type B low maturity group requiring substantial
direction and emotional support. According to life cycle
theory this would warrant a QII leadership style for me;
however, I was operating in a modified QI style with in’-
creased relations behavior to compensate for the low self-
confidence in the group.
As we moved into the specific task of developing
the first community arts festival, the group began to gain
in maturity. They generally agreed to handle assignments
and occasionally volunteered for some. They started sharing
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ideas with each other v/ithout alv/ays consulting me first.
Their attitudes toward their own abilities became more
positive. As the group displayed increased ability and
initiative, I moved into a Oil and sometimes QIII leader-
ship style, depending upon their direction. l often con-
sulted them on their feelings about their tasks, while con-
tinuing to outline specific tasks yet to be done.
The success of the arts festival increased the
group's self-confidence tremendously. We reviewed the
festival, both as a task and a process for the members,
and the group engaged actively in discussion about the
weaknesses and strengths of the process. They expressed
eagerness in planning a second festival for the spring.
Later I organized a meeting around goal-setting for
HPIA at which the group was articulate in sharing ideas
about HPIA's purpose, and their personal priorities and
interests for the organization. I was operating in a Oil
style, supporting expressed ideas and objectives, and re-
cording and clarifying points made by the whole group. I
continued to display considerable support for the group's
efforts, but also acted very task-oriented about setting
goals
.
The next major step in HPIA's history was the deci-
sion to incorporate. I had suggested incorporation in order
to give us access to public and private funds as a non-profit
organization. Group discussion was active as members
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expressed ambivalence about changing our collaborative
process with the election of officers. The group examined
both sides of the issue, with participation from nearly all
members present. Although they had no experience in
decision-making around this particular task, they had
gained in problem-solving experience as a group and made
definite indications to me that they felt the incorporation
was inappropriate at that time. They were operating at a
QII ana sometimes QIIl level, checking out feelings with
each other and really examining the issue. Hov;ever, I too
was actively participating, and felt that my knowledge of
fundraising and the potential obstacles of being unincorpor-
ated were reasons to push ahead. At this point I was
operating in a 01 leadership style, as though the group was
immature instead of letting the group make the decision, in
the successful fashion that they were doing. Over the even-
ing the group's opinion changed, probably due to my persua-
sion and we ended the meeting unanimously agreeing that we
should incorporate. In retrospect I feel that my QI leader-
ship style was ineffective for that situation. The group
was functioning smoothly and in a collaborative fashion, con-
sulting me on details but basically making their own deci-
sions. I should have allowed them to proceed with their
own decision not to incorporate since they were acting in a
quite mature manner with respect to the task.
As the spring progressed and we began planning the
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spring festival, the group showed initiative, experience and
achievement motivation. They wanted to make the upcoming
festival better than the last one. Group maturity level
was moderately high with respect to the task of planning a
festival. I operated in a QIli and at times Qiv leadership
style, making occasional suggestions and offering help to
those who wanted it, but generally staying out of the plan-
ning. At this point I began to feel the catalytic process
beginning to move into the transfer phase, as certain mem-
bers of the group took increased responsibility for planning
and directing others.
^^fter the spring festival the group's self-confidence
was very high, and they expressed it by organizing other
efforts for the spring. But an inactive summer left the
group very splintered. While I v\7as away in the summer the
group never met and I realized the group's dependency upon
me to call meetings, or to suggest group activities. While
group maturity around specific tasks such as the festival
was quite high, they seemed to fall back into a QI or QII
behavioral style when left without specific tasks. They
did not have a lot of initiative or experience in planning
activities from scratch.
In the fall I suggested the system of subgrouping
once again as a means of getting more people involved at
the grassroots planning level. I v;as operating in a QII
style at this point, consulting the group and supporting them
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for the previous year’s activities, but trying to get them
to set goals and plan between themselves, urging them to
rely upon me only as a resource. One subgroup showed ex-
tensive initiative and, correspondingly, I functioned in a
QIV style, consulting occasionally with one member but
generally letting the group alone. The second group, the
one devoted to Long Range Planning, participated in their
task with reservations, prompting me to function in a QII
leadership style, attempting to develop trust and decision-
making within the group. This strategy was inappropriate
for their task was far less cut and dried than the first
group, and had fewer immediate tangible results. The second
group had only a tentative investment in the task of develop-
ing a monthly arts program, but felt obligated to complete
their task because I had organized them. An appropriate
leadership approach would have been to work closely with the
group in problem solving around what activities they might
want HPIA to sponsor and then to examine whether or not
these choices were realistic for our volunteer organization
to produce. The group needed to set some short-term objec-
tives and then to plan longer range programs based upon the
successes of the early projects and the short-term objec-
tives. Instead of helping them, I left them to fend for
themselves, they in a QI or QII style and I using a QIII
approach
.
Since that point the entire group decided to disband
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the subgroup format as an overall organizational structure.
Individuals admitted feeling alienated and not well informed
about the activities of others. The group wanted to return
to a collaborative style, sharing the decisions about HPIA's
direction within a large group format, and breaking into
smaller groups only for special tasks.
After the subgroup revision, other organizational
changes were offered by the group. For example, the group
decided to postpone plans to elect a new leader in favor of
having a period of skill development and group training.
Hearing this need for training expressed by the group rein-
forced my notion that interest and commitment alone are not
enough to develop leadership in group members. The members
wanted opportunities for experience, and requested a mini
in-service period to increase their skills before commiting
another person to the leadership role. I believe that re-
quest showed a moderately high maturity level in the group
in v;hich they recognized their lack of leadership experi-
ence, while also demonstrating a willingness to take
responsibility for their own learning, and later in the
task
.
Summary and Significance
The concept of situational leadership advanced in
the Hersey and Blanchard Life Cycle Model has had appropri-
ate application to HPIA because of the evolving and changing
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nature of its organizational structure. Although HPIA is
grounded in a philosophy of collaboration and group decision-
making, a consensual format has not been appropriate to the
group's maturity level at all times. Certain situations
warranted that I, as leader, make direct interventions into
the decision-making process and to make certain decisions
for the group. Whenever I intervened in such a fashion as
to resemble a conventional style, I also attempted to give
the group sufficient information about the task at hand and
the reasons for my decisions. Thus, I believe that both a
conventional and a consensual format can be used inter-
changeably to develop the skills and motivation for a group
to stand on its own, and eventually to be able to adopt a
collaborative structure.
There is every indication that the impact of HPIA has
been felt by the town at large. In a random survey which I
made of Hadley residents approximately two years after the
program began, a majority of those people polled indicated
positive feelings about the arts activities initiated by
HPIA (see Appendix 2) . Although HPIA was not directly re-
sponsible for the school arts programming, HPIA's existence
and credibility has boosted the stability of the school pro-
grams, and vice-versa. For example, through an unprecedented
move one spring, a group of parents successfully petitioned
the school committee to have the new arts program, with its
heavy community focus, written into the school budget.
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The significance of HPlA's evolution upon group
members is also evident. It is clear that the group's
involvement in successful arts activities has contributed
to the development of self-concept and community power in
several members. After several years away from academia,
two people in HPIA have returned to college to complete un-
finished degrees with an interest in developing themselves
professionally. Another member has begun marriage counsel-
ing in an effort to rebuild her own sense of self. Kay
recently waged a very political campaign within the commun-
ity to halt the building of a shopping mall. This action
exemplifies a new level of self-confidence, assertiveness
and risk-taking in Kay.
Not all members benefited from involvement in HPIA
as visibly as Kay. And not all members of the Hadley com-
munity would vote to keep the program in the town. Nonethe-
less the program illustrates, through its consensual organi-
zational structure, a successful attempt to address the
problem of inadequate arts opportunities for rural popula-
tions. Moreover, I believe that the recognition of HPIA as
a viable town organization within the Hadley community and
the continuation of the program under new indigenous leader-
ship are testimony to two facts; first, that a grassroots
evolving arts program can happen in a rural community like
Hadley, despite preconceived biases against the arts.
Second, that the chances of success for a program rests in
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the establishment of an organic, consensual organizational
structure with involvement and decision-making power coming
from the constituency.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES
Introduction
The organization of coinmunity arts programs in
rural areas is a complex process. As the Bicentennial
demonstrated, relevant programming can increase exposure
to the arts for a \7ide range of people and this can stimu-
late motivation to participate in local arts programs. Al-
though relevant activities are important for rural arts
development, the organization of human resources— leader-
ship and membership— is the critical element in a program's
survival and is therefore the focus of this study. The
analysis of HPIA indicated that getting people involved is
intimately connected to and facilitated by a knowledge of
the mechanisms of organizational development, organization-
al structure, motivation and leadership style.
This chapter discusses five organizing principles
or strategies by which outside organizers may cultivate the
human resources indigenous to a rural area and build the
foundation for a community arts program. The organizing
principles are, as defined in Chapter I: (1) a thorough
gathering of information on each community should be made
before activities are scheduled, (2) local-level leadership
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should be identified early and it should be active in and
sensitive to the unique character of the community and have
some administrative experience, (3) a broad based advisory
board should be created from a wide variety of community
groups, (4) the goals and objectives for the program should
be defined by a representative membership, not by one per-
son, and (5) activities with a high probability of success
should be executed early in a group's history.
According to researcher Peter Ewell, who has evalu-
ated several rural arts programs in Wisconsin and Illinois,
involving the uninvolved is, of course, the classic
problem of rural arts development. Here quality is
not nearly so important as community involvement.
Programs which stress and encourage local partici-
pation and an ongoing relationship between . . .
townspeople are critical here (1978, p. 1).
Followed in sequence, the organizational principles dis-
cussed herein could be used as guidelines by local people
wishing to establish an arts organization. Or in the case
of outside organizers, such as representatives of regional
or state arts agencies, the principles are also appropriate.
I am assuming that if an organizer is external to the com-
munity, that her/his goals are to facilitate in a catalytic
fashion the evolution of the program and eventually to
transfer the leadership responsibilities to a community
member. The organizing principles represent convictions
which I have about effective community arts development and
arise from my own experience, from discussions with other
m
conununity arts consultants and from literature on the sub-
ject
.
As a means of validating the organizing principles,
I am examining them in relation to the theoretical con-
structs of organizational development discussed in Chapter
III and in relation to empirical data derived from the three
surveys created for this study (see below)
. Although the
data from the surveys v/ill not be analyzed as an isolated
body of information, they provide supporting material to the
organizational analysis. An introduction to the background,
the purpose and the methodology of the three surveys is pro-
vided in the following section.
Description of the Surveys
Each of the surveys was administered to selected
people from three vvzestern Massachusetts communities (Chester,
New Salem, Savoy) participating in a federally-funded pro-
ject, the Rural Arts Development Program. The three rural
communities were situated in three different counties in
western Massachusetts (see Appendix 3). The surveys, how-
ever, were designed for use only with this study, not in
conjunction with that program. Data from the surveys was
collected to provide descriptive support to the discussion
in this study. The surveys themselves illustrate models for
collecting information which can be used to develop or to
evaluate arts programs.
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Each survey was administered at a different point
in the evolution of the Rural Arts Program and to a dis-
tinct group within that program. Survey #1 was given to a
sampling of community residents prior to the introduction
of the Rural Arts Program; Survey #2 was administered to
the local-level leaders, called project coordinators
, at the
onset of each program; and Survey #3 was given to the pro-
ject coordinators and the advisory board members within the
three communities later in each program's history.
Survey #1 . The purpose of this first survey was to glean
information from rural residents of their ideas about the
arts in general. Also, the survey format represents the
type of needs assessment discussed in Principle #1. Data
were sought in four areas: (1) attitudes toward the arts in
general, (2) past and present behaviors toward arts activi-
ties or opportunities; (3) desires about what arts activi-
ties people might like to have in their communities; and
(4) demographic information on the survey respondents.
A questionnaire (see Appendix 4) was administered
to a random sample of 293 residents, or 20% of the total
population of the three communities, Chester (population
725), New Salem (population 465), and Savoy (251). The
samples were taken from the most recent street listings.
Because I wanted to survey, in so far as possible, only
residents who had lived in their town for some time, I
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cross checked the original sample v/ith street listings of
five years ago. In the case of Savoy where listings were
unavailable, I made the cross check with the post-mistress,
a life-long resident of Savoy.
The mail-out mail-back format was utilized instead
of interviews in order to increase the sample size, because
interviews were time consuming and unpredictable in the
winter weather. The return rate was 104, with 94 useable
surveys, or approximately 33.2%. (I might add that of the
104 returns, 39 surveys still had the two pennies still
attached to the face of the form.
)
In preparing the questionnaire I made an effort to
avoid questions which were biased in their phrasing. A
preliminary questionnaire was developed and piloted to
people unfamiliar with community arts in order to ferret
out unclear wording. Certain questions in the survey were
borrowed from other surveys, namely "Americans and the
Arts" (1975) and "Rural Arts in Illinois" (1978).
Survey #2 . This survey (see Appendix 5) was administered
to the project coordinators from the same three emerging
rural arts programs in Chester, Mew Salem and Savoy. My in-
tention in this survey was to gather demographic data on the
project coordinators, to give me information on the types
of people who might assume a leadership role in a grass-
roots arts program. The questionnaire was administered
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through a mail-out mail-back format at the very beginning
of each person's involvement (as a project coordinator) in
the respective program. The data were intended to be used
descriptively within the discussion of the five organizing
principles
.
Survey The third and final survey (see Appendix 6)
was administered to project coordinators and advisory board
members in the three communities of Chester, New Salem and
Savoy. It was conducted approximately eleven months after
each program had been self-sufficient, that is, had been
running without technical assistance from an outside
organizer
.
The purpose of this third survey was to give me
information on the organizational elements of the programs,
including the respondents' perceptions of how well and why
a program was successful, and how much it represented the
interests of the town. This survey was also an opportunity
for project coordinators to reflect upon and evaluate in-
ternally the progress of the programs and their relation-
ship to them.
Discussion of the Principles
Principle #1: A thorough gathering of information on each
community must be made before activities are scheduled . One
of my assumptions about community arts organizing is that
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the direction and the administration of a program should
come from people served by the program. Accompanying this
assumption is a firm commitment to community control in
which the community's needs, interests and abilities take
precedence over the values or personal preferences of the
outside organizer.
In order to minimize personal biasing by outside
organizers, one should develop a thorough understanding of
the attitudes, behaviors and interests of the constituency
for as Tannenbaum and Schmidt indicate, a better knowledge
of the factors which relate to a particular group will help
leaders and also members have more effective organizations
(1973) . Although Tannenbaum and Schmidt's ideas may seem
very obvious or elementary, they apply in a very basic way
to the organizational strategies of community arts develop-
ment in rural areas.
Information can be gathered in a number of ways
depending upon the intended use for the data. An evalua-
tion researcher, Carol Weiss, reminds us, "the paramount
consideration is [to know] what use the study is designed
to serve" (1972, p. 18). Thus, if one is trying to deter-
mine whether or not a particular organizational format is
appropriate to the goals of an organization, information
should be collected for purposes of an evaluation . In HPIA,
for example, when the subgrouping format was inhibiting the
organization's goal of shared decision-making, an evaluation
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was necessary. After discussing the situation with the
group and hearing their preference for a full group format,
I decided to disband the subgrouping structure in favor of
increased group satisfaction and potential participation.
Establishing a grassroots program without a defined
organizational structure, however, requires a different type
of information gathering. in this formative, pre-program
stage an organizer needs data related to such areas as:
organizational objectives, community needs which the program
might address, and an appropriate organizational structure.
This type of data collecting, frequently called a needs
assessment
,
gives the organizer information upon which to
design a program. This form is in contrast to an evalua-
tion which seeks information for reviewing an existing pro-
gram.
Needs assessments are important ingredients in the
methodology of comraunity arts development. Community or-
ganizing involves local citizens in the process of revital-
izing their communities, and community arts is a vehicle in
this process. A fundamental guide for involving people from
rural communities in local arts activities is to design pro-
grams with which they can identify, including activities
which grow out of their own life experiences.
A well designed needs assessment can provide an out-
side organizer with background information on the interests
and concerns of local people which will aid the establishment
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of a conununity arts program. Such a study may reveal a
community's concern about the lack of wholesome, job train-
ing opportunities for teenagers. Once knowing this infor-
mation, a community arts organizer may propose establishing
classes for teenagers and adults in leatherwork, silk-
screening or photography, all media which could lead to
semi-skilled professions. If the idea were accepted, the
degree of participation may be quite high, as the program
will be addressing an expressed community need. The teen-
agers, for example, may initially participate in the program
out of safety needs since one of their main concerns or
needs is a job after high school. However, as they become
more skilled, perhaps even getting commissions and compli-
ments on their work, they begin to operate more from the
higher level needs. Here their participation in the pro-
gram may be motivated out of esteem needs as the teenager
begins to desire not a job but one which challenges her/his
skill as a craftsperson
.
While this example may describe a somewhat ideal
situation it illustrates that a program designed to meet
the needs of the constituency can generate interest and
support. In the same fashion the example confirms research
by Weiss (1972), Ewell and Ewell (1975) and Hatfield (1978)
on the merits of gathering information prior to the begin-
ning of a program in order to better understand a constitu-
ency .
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Data from a needs assessment also function as
predictors of a community's response to a new arts program.
These predictions are based upon information on the com-
munity's past and present behavior, attitudes and interests
relative to certain situations and arts-related ideas. The
data in Survey #1 indicate several important factors.
First, in relation to the demographics, the selected towns
are characteristically rural in that the population tends
to be old, relatively stable and somev\7hat less educated.
44% of all survey respondents are over 51 years old and
42% have lived in their town for more than 26 years. 49%
have completed only high school educations; however, in
contrast to the stereotype of rural people, only 1% are
farmers. Taking one factor, education, we see that New
Salem has a distinctly higher educational level than the
other tvi/o communities, with 27% having attended graduate
school
.
As a means of predicting a community's general sup-
port of or involvement in an arts program, we can look at
a couple of specific variables. First we can examine past
attendance levels for activities such as plays, concerts or
movies. Second, we can consider the respondents' interest
in joining an arts organization if invited, or their prefer-
ence for leisure time activities.
Looking at Survey #1 we find that the attendance
figures for live theater and concerts is lov7 for all three
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communities. 45% of all respondents report never having
seen a play the previous year, and 51% never having attended
a concert for that same year. These figures change consider-
ably with regard to movies, showing only 26% never having
seen a movie during the previous year, while 41% having
seen between two and four movies.
There are probably many factors related to the low
attendance figure at cultural activities. Certainly
limited access to live cultural activities accounts for
some of the low attendance, especially in rural areas with
a high percentage of elderly people. However New Salem,
which is just as isolated, geographically, as the other two
communities and has 4% more elderly people, showed a con-
sistently higher attendance rate than Savoy and Chester.
My explanation for this discrepancy is that because re-
spondents from New Salem were somewhat more educated and
had lived in the town less time than those in Chester and
Savoy, they showed a higher probability of exposure to live
arts in other situations and a greater tendency toward at-
tending these types of events. Predictably, New Salem
respondents showed more interest (66%) in attending profes-
sional theatrical productions rather than local productions
in their town. By contrast, in Savoy, although 66% of the
respondents showed interest in having professional theater
in their town, if given the choice they preferred local pro-
ductions over professional productions for their town by
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about 24%. I think that this interest in local productions
IS due in part to a lack of exposure to professional theater
and a tendency to remain with what is familiar.
Another predictor of people's inclination to par-
ticipate in certain arts activities was revealed when
respondents V7ere asked to rank order the ways they would
like to spend their leisure time. Table 3 shows the mean
ratings for each answer on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being
what they would most like to do and 10 being what they would
least like to do.
TABLE 3
HOW PEOPLE IN RURAL COMMUNITIES PREFER
TO SPEND THEIR LEISURE TIME
Activity Mean Rank
Practicing a hobby 3.68% 1
Visiting with friends 3.89% 2
Reading 3.93% 3
Sightseeing 4.59% 4
Attending a concert/performance 5.7% 5
Seeing a movie 6.20% 6
Watching TV 6.27% 7
Seeing an exhibit 6.87% 8
Going to a sports event 7.19% 9
Playing sports 7.3% 10
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V?hen asked if they thought that their community
needed more arts, 55% of the respondents agreed, and to
another question, that arts "should be for children only,"
52% of the respondents disagreed. However, willingness to
participate was considerably less certain. When asked if
they would join an arts organization if invited, only 24%
agreed that they would, whereas 42% were uncertain. Re-
spondents from Savoy indicated the least interest in join-
ing, with 40% disagreeing with the statement.
Exploring these data in light of a needs assessment,
I draw the following brief conclusions and recommendations.
First because of the generally low educational level, the
long residencies and the limited attendance (if any) at live
performances, I conclude that most respondents have had very
little exposure to professional arts. Consequently, their
initial reaction to new arts activities in their town would
be one of minimal interest. All towns show uncertainty
about participating in the planning and administration of
local arts activities. While Savoy and Chester might resist
involvement out of unfamiliarity with an arts program. New
Salem might not become involved because of an expressed
preference for professional arts activities.
In Savoy and Chester an emerging arts effort might
do best to begin with school programs where there is a cap-
tive audience and where the children's enthusiasm might
spread to the adults, much the same way it happened in
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Hadley. Also, locally shown films might attract initial
response in Savoy since past figures indicate higher at-
tendance levels for movies than for performing arts. In
New Salem a professional concert or play, something of
quality," might be a good public relations venture for a
growing arts prograra.
Principle J(j; Local-level leadership should be identified
early and should be active in and sensitive to the unique
character of the community and have some administrative
experience
. The position of leader, organizer or adminis-
trator is an important role in community arts development
.
Ihis person can as readily stifle a program's growth as s/he
can help it to happen. By examining various leadership roles
in community arts programs, I believe that I can make a case
for local level leadership.
In conventional organizations the leader usually
functions within a hierarchical format, in a teller/
respondent style. This pattern, although efficient in the
short run for accomplishing the organization's goals, ul-
timately serves to inhibit group participation. A prefer-
able process is to develop a consensual organizational
structure based upon the premise of shared decision-making
and group member input (Holleb and Abrams, 1975). Develop-
ing local leadership is an organizational strategy which can
initiate the process of consensual organizational develop-
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ment. In conununity arts prograir.s, as with other consensual
organizations, defined leadership is frequently a matter of
a person having personal power (i.e., being liked by others),
as opposed to position pov;er.
Ideally a local resident has both the thought and
the personal power necessary to initiate a community arts
program. Frequently, however, it takes an outside organizer
to introduce the preliminary ideas and approaches for a pro-
gram and then to act as a catalyst for the organization of
a program. Lending an air of professionalism to an emerging
arts program, an outside organizer can function as a cata-
lyst to motivate residents to band together in support of
"their" community arts program. Muzafer Sherif puts an in-
teresting perspective on the catalyst concept while dis-
cussing group formation.
The circumstances bringing individuals together ini-
tially, their motives in continuing to interact, the
particular organization and norms that develop, and
the degree of their stability are inevitably depen-
dent upon the environmental circumstances. . . . In-
cluded in the environmental circumstances are other
groups ... or [individuals] . . . whose activities
impinge favorably or unfavorably upon those of the
group in formation (cited in Sills, 1968, p. 518).
For some people the aura of professionalism of the organizer
is an "environmental circumstance" creating an image of
glamour, excitement and, perhaps, prestige, thus motivating
esteem level needs and stimulating participation in persons
having these needs to fulfill.
The catalyst role of the organizer is not without
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difficulties. First, the presence of the organizer with an
air of professionalism about her/him can accentuate, in some
people, feelings of alienation. Because rural populations
are often distrusting of new people or ways, as an outsider
the organizer can possibly have a negative effect upon com-
munity involvement in an arts program. Second, if the or-
ganizer is accepted and is able to facilitate a group's
development of norms, rules and regulations there is a risk
that the group will come to view the organizer as indis-
pensable. In this situation the developing group, emotion-
ally charged by an idea yet still immature in their task of
administering a community arts program, can become overly
dependent on the organizer. The result of such dependency
is predictable: when the organizer leaves, the arts group
dissolves because it lacks any internal leadership or stable
organizational structure.
Thus with the danger of dependency a reality for
many budding groups, the organizer must make it her/his goal
to act in a catalytic leadership fashion, cultivating and
eventually relinquishing the decision-making responsibili-
ties to the local leader. This catalytic leadership ap-
proach is in keeping with the philosophy of community arts
as a community development process.
Organization of local leadership is important for
several reasons. First, the creation of this position is
the initial move toward community control of an arts program.
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Although the leader's skills may be less sophisticated than
those of the outside organizer, s/he can gain practice and
skills acting collaboratively with the organizer and working
toward the assumption of responsibility as the leader when
the organizer leaves.
Second, establishing local leadership facilitates
the creation of an arts program that more accurately ad-
dresses a community's interests and needs. A resident of a
community, unlike an outside organizer has, from personal
experience, greater insight and knowledge of the local
talents and life styles of a rural community. This insight
and knowledge extends beyond any statistical data from a
needs assessment, and consequently becomes a critical guide
in the formation of a community arts program. For example,
whereas Survey #1 gives me statistics that 49% of the re-
spondents have only a high school education and 67% have no
formal training in the arts beyond elementary school, a
project coordinator could see beyond the statistics. Per-
haps certain residents make their own tools or do handiwork,
all crafts they have learned from their parents. Although
the statistics show that people have very little formal
training in these arts forms, they certainly have skills and
talents worth sharing with others. The project coordinators,
being acquainted with these people personally, may know
whether or not these "closet artists" are interested in
sharing ideas, and what approach should be used with them.
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The local leader or project coordinator often has the insight
into the needs and interests of local residents necessary to
know what would motivate them to participate. As Randolph
and Carter say, "if we cannot understand the motivations of
volunteers we most likely will not be able to effectively
Utilize their skills" (1976, p. 7).
In the previous section I have presented the case
for local level leadership. it is appropriate next to exam-
ine the characteristics of the community arts leader. Ac-
cording to the theory postulated in this study, leaders of
consensually formed organizations are people who can
facilitate the development of group performance toward the
achievement of the organization's goals in a manner which
is satisfying for the members. Generally speaking, a local
leader should be one who is sensitive to and proud of the
unique character of that community and of its residents.
The local leader is one who can facilitate the creation of
a community arts program in a way that represents, as much
as possible, all sectors of the community, not just the
best educated, the loudest or the richest.
In an interview with Ralph Burgard
,
an early pioneer
in community arts councils, I asked for his opinion on the
value of formal training for arts leaders or administrators.
Although Burgard 's response primarily described leaders with-
in single discipline organizations (e.g., community orches-
tras or repertory dance companies), its meaning has relevance
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for those concerned with identifying and cultivating the
local-level arts leadership within rural communities. The
following section is my edited transcript of Mr. Burgard's
remarks
.
The rcple of the arts administrator has become in-creasingly complex
. . . and requires that everv
a^inistrator worth his/her weight in salt must beable to Identify with the people with whom he works.The more successful arts administrators in the indi-vidual disciplines are those that are broad gaugedpeople who can rise above the confines of their craftwhen the occasion demands. However ... in community
arts ... we are still at the stage where personalityhas far more to do with the success of an arts admin-istrator than the training they [have]. There's one
element that is paramount ... that is that ...
they've evidenced some interest in the arts in some
way
. . . because the successful administrator must
have the vicarious ability to identify with the
problems of the artist. If they don't have that . . .
no personality, no flow chart, no memo on responsi-
bility can engender the respect between the artist
and the administrator ( 1979 ).
As Burgard suggests, the personality of the local
leader is paramount to the success of an arts program. This
person must have the knowledge of a community to develop the
respect and trust necessary for minimizing the initial
skepticism toward a new arts effort.
In addition to community contact, the local leader's
own experience must include some personal interest, or
better yet, involvement in some form of the arts as a
practitioner in order to attest to the value of the arts
for the quality of community life. Thus, knowledge of and
respect for a community, as a local resident, combined with
experience in the artistic process are the optimum character-
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istics of a community arts loader.
I believe that knowledge of a community and direct
experience in the arts also influences a person’s willing-
ness to volunteer as a local level leader. Recall for a
moment my earlier discussion in Chapter III about the cause-
and-effect relationship betv^een task-relevant experience or
education and achievement motivation. While lack of experi-
ence in a task can produce feelings of insecurity and inhi-
bition in a task, sufficient positive experience can result
in a willingness or even an eagerness to assume responsi-
bility
.
Data from Survey #2 confirms this relationship be-
tween experience and achievement. All three project coordi-
nators had some specialized or concentrated arts experience
in college and all had hobbies or professions related to the
arts. One was the local choir director, another managed her
own quilting business and the third had amateur interests
in photography and crafts. In addition, all three coordi-
nators had administrative experience with local volunteer
organizations such as church committees, parent-teacher
organizations and civic groups. Thus the three coordinators
had some experience relevant to the task of administering
their coromunity arts program and thus were logical candi-
dates to volunteer as local leaders.
One characteristic which distinguished the three
coordinators from one another was the number of years that
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they had lived in their respective communities. Although
all had lived in their towns over five years, only the
coordinator from New Salem had been a life-long resident.
Of the three rural arts programs, only the New Salem project
continued beyond the period when technical assistance was
provided by an outside organizer. I believe that major
reasons for the survival of that program are (a) the knowledge
that the project coordinator brought to the program based
upon her life-long residence in New Salem and (b) the trust
and respect which she engendered from the small but sig-
nificant advisory group.
Comments that I collected through Survey #3 confirm
my conclusions. VJhen asked what single factor they thought
was most important in getting the rural arts program started,
three out of four advisory board respondents from New Salem
cited the project coordinator. In contrast, respondents
from Savoy and Chester cited outside funding as being the
critical factor. I believe that these latter viewpoints
correlate with the type of leadership within the two com-
munities. In Savoy the coordinator was quite dictatorial
and in Chester the coordinator had limited power because of
the strength and power of other advisory board members. In
neither case were the coordinators natives of their respec-
tive communities.
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Principle #3: A broad based advisory board should be
established from a wide variety of community groups
. The
establishment of an advisory board with broad-based com-
munity representation is the next step in cultivating
community involvement and a consensual organizational struc-
ture for rural arts programming. If committed and involved,
advisory board members can be the voice of an emerging pro-
gram, not necessarily as arts advocates, but as citizens,
merchants, artists and community members in support of
change. To validate the need for advisory boards within the
organizational structure of indigenous arts programs, I be-
gin by reviewing the community context from which the ad-
visory board develops.
Within the many definitions of the term, "community,"
there are constant references to a network of interactions.
Sociologists in particular subscribe to a network concept
when they refer to "community" as a system of inputs and
outputs (Warren, 1973), or interrelationships between local
institutions (Stacey, 1969), or as a social organization
with a complex arrangement of units such as families or
households, businesses, schools, hospitals, churches and
community associations, e.g., girl/boy scouts, the Red Cross,
community arts organizations (Schnore, 1967). From an or-
ganizational viewpoint these units represent different or-
ganizational structures within a community, established to
meet a total community's need for survival and growth as
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well as the personal needs of individuals or community
groups
.
An advisory board can be a link between various
layers, units, organizations and individuals within a com-
munity, creating a network that can strengthen both the
internal (or group) and the external (or political) status
of a community arts program. As a network of interactions
the advisory board serves in a horizontal and vertical
function at the community level (VJarren, 1963). In a hori-
zontal pattern advisory board members facilitate ties with
other organizations in the community while also acting as a
vertical link to special units of the state or federal
government
.
Internally a consensually organized advisory board
is an example of teamwork and collaboration. As Knittle's
research (1970) postulates, such teamwork serves to increase
involvement and commitment in group members
,
thereby enhanc-
ing a program's chance for success. The analysis of HPIA
supports this notion by showing that as HPIA members col-
laborated in the design and implementation of the arts
festival, their interest in producing other programs in-
creased appreciably.
As Elliot Eisner suggests earlier in Chapter II, the
strength of an experience is in the practice it provides a
person in gaining skills for future use. For rural people,
particularly those inexperienced in the task of organizing
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a community arts program and therefore "immature" by the
Hersey and Blanchard definition, practice is very important.
Frequently advisory board menibers of emerging arts programs
wear many different hats, especially in rural areas where
the small population limits the number of people available
to do any one job. Board members are policy makers, plan-
ners and implementers of program activities. And often,
as a result of being involved in so many different problem
solving situations, they develop skills and competencies
without knowing it. As designers and administrators board
members ask questions and formulate solutions to problems
such as funding procedures for an arts workshop, or determin-
ing the appropriate location for a festival. These are very
basic problems that give board members practice in determin-
ing solutions and in applying administrative skills to vari-
ous situations, thereby demonstrating the truth in the old
Chinese proverb that reads, "I hear and I forget. I see
and I remember. I do and I understand."
As board members' decision-making and administrative
skills improve and as they begin to see the effects of their
work (e.g., increased attendance at a workshop, or positive
feedback from community residents)
,
group members begin
developing conmiitment to eacli other as members of a group
with a common mission. Thus, the successful collaborative
process creates a positive group identity that strengthens
the internal stability of a program.
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Once the internal or group commitment to a program
IS established, the external or political aspects of the
program— that is, the program's relationship to other or-
ganizations in the community--also stabilizes. As Ewell
and Ewell report, "the presence of an arts project in a
community not previously exposed to the arts is likely to
be a highly charged emotional issue, stirring up tremendous
bitterness and enthusiasm" (1975, p. 94). The contrasting
emotions, "bitterness and enthusiasm," referred to by the
Ewells are especially prevalent in rural communities where
the population is already varied in educational experiences,
income level, age and social background. Thus with a poten-
tially controversial situation at hand, an advisory board
with representation from all different sectors of the com-
munity can lend credibility to an emerging arts program.
Doubts about the worth of a program or its relevance to the
diverse population are eased as residents see their friends
and neighbors being actively involved as advisory board
members of the arts program.
The effectiveness of an advisory board correlates
with the members' motivation and with the leadership style
of the outside organizer or local leader, whoever plays the
principle role as the advisory board is formulated. VVe
should remember from Randolph and Carter's study comparing
the motives of arts volunteers to those of white collar or
blue collar workers that arts volunteers are typically
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motivated by higher-level needs. In contrast paid blue or
white collar workers are motivated more by safety needs
(job security). in many rural areas people fall into the
blue collar category; in Chester, New Salem and Savoy they
represent approximately 45-50% of the population. Thus it
IS not surprising to find that participation in a volunteer
arts organization is not a high priority for these people,
although they may not reject the program. In fact, data
from Survey #1 revealed that although 59% of the respon-
dents agreed that their community "needs more arts," only
24% said that they would "join an arts organization if in-
vited," while 41% were uncertain.
Stimulating involvement in an arts program can be
helped or hindered by a leader's attitude toward the group.
If the leader is dictatorial or omits the group from the
decision-making process the group will find very little per-
sonal reward in administering the program, and will probably
lose interest. In Savoy, for example, advisory board mem-
bers, although selected because they represented different
interests in the town, were rarely consulted in the planning
stages of the arts program. In fact, the only time they
came together was to divide up responsibilities for a par-
ticular event originally planned by the project coordinator.
When the project coordinator had to give up her leadership
responsibilities the program folded because board members
lacked skills and confidence and commitment needed to
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continue the program.
In contrast, the project coordinator in New Salem
always exercised a consensual organizational approach with
the advisory board, who were involved in all major decisions
affecting the program's design or administration. Each mem-
ber had a role in the group and had certain tasks which
enabled her/him to learn skills and gain the confidence
needed to remain actively committed to the program. The
project coordinator encouraged group participation and col-
laborative decision-making, thereby creating internal and
external stability in the program.
Advisory boards comprised of representatives of dif-
ferent community groups help to involve more people in the
arts program and insure the community aspect of the arts
program. If effectively organized, an advisory board is
an "exercise in democracy" (Card, 1975, p. 91), functioning
as a nucleus of people to foster cooperative relationships
among community groups. At its best an advisory board brings
a variety of ideas, yet a common purpose and commitment to
an arts program. At its worst it is a formality (a name-
on-paper group) or an administrative layer that is unneces-
sary for an emerging group.
Principle tt4: Goals and objectives for a program should be
defined by a representative membership, not by one person.
As an "exercise in democracy" an advisory board functions to
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increase, not to limit, input, involvement and commitment
from a wide representation of the community (Card, 1975 ).
The board itself is an organizational structure established
to increase involvement, whereas collaborative decision-
making is the process adopted to generate group input. To-
gether the structure and the process combine to foster com-
mitment within group members, and eventually the community-
at-large.
Perhaps the most important exercise in shared
decision-making is defining goals and objectives for a bur-
geoning program. V^ithout a well formulated set of goals
and objectives, a group moves from day to day, lacking
clarity of focus, mode of functioning, or a reason for
being. However, for the arts program to accurately reflect
the needs and interests of its diverse constituency the
goals and objectives must be defined by a representative
membership, not by just one person such as the organizer
or the local leader. If a leader's objectives to develop
a workshop series and gallery space for senior citizens are
in conflict with the community's (undeclared) interest in
festivals and a calendar of events, the arts program will
suffer. The leader's interests, if implemented, may receive
a poor response from the town, while the community's inter-
ests may never get organized because they lack leadership.
A joint decision over the objectives for the program would,
undoubtedly, have increased the chances that both parties'
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n©Gds and intsiTGsts would b© rn©t.
ThGr© ar©, of cours©, probl©ms and trad©-offs with
joint dGcision-making. First, th© procGss of reaching a
decision, ideally consensus, can be very time consuming,
especially if members are inexperienced in the subject or
the process. Eight people deciding on the appropriate film
to show for the opening of an arts program's first film
series requires more involvement than one person deciding.
if it is intended to attract a wide group of community
residents, the type of film shown is important. Thus the
group must make a joint decision to include different
choices which might reflect the broader comr.iunity. Second,
shared decision-making is often inefficient because "im-
mature" people may make a wrong decision, requiring them
all to rethink a particular plan. If only a few people
attend the film, then all those responsible for the choice
must determine what went wrong. On the surface it would
be more efficient to have one person, rather than eight,
making the decision. But what is initially lost in time
and efficiency using a collaborative model is more than
regained in the group's sense of personal achievement and
commitment once a successful decision is made. Also, as
Principle #3 suggested, the arts program stands to gain
politically when representative membership is involved in
decision-making, especially regarding the fundamental goals
or objectives of the organization.
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Moving people from rural communities into a col-
laborative decision-making format is not always an easy
process. Many rural residents come from relatively tradi-
tional backgrounds and work within conventional structures
in a boss/worker, leader/follower or teller/respondent ar-
rangement. These work experiences coupled with traditional
family roles make most rural people accustomed to a one-way
decision-making process where they are always either telling
others what to do or being told what to do themselves. With
this background experience, joint decision-making usually
appears unfamiliar or even threatening to a recently formed
group. A common response by group members within a new
and unfamiliar mode is to (a) defer all decisions to either
the professional (the organizer) or the local leader, or
(b) to try and push one's own ideas instead of cultivating
everyone ' n.
In either of the above cases group members typical-
ly are operating from an "immature" position, in a QI style
according to the Life Cycle Theory. The group's immaturity
requires a leadership style that can draw out the silent,
insecure members and keep the overly opinionated ones under
control. Using this approach will facilitate a representa-
tive group involved in the decision-making process rather
than one person.
Harriet Naylor points out that "if a membership or-
ganization is to be truly volunteer . . . the decision-making
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and policy formation process must be widespread so
. . .
that all who will be affected by a decision have a voice in
making it" (1973, p. 55). Since the majority of the work-
force in rural community arts programs is volunteer, or-
ganizers should take heed to Naylor's statement. Collabora-
tive "policy formation" or goal setting by this workforce
may be an important opportunity for them to influence deci-
sions which directly affect them, their arts program and
the relevance or nonrelevance of particular program activi-
ties .
Principle #5: Activities with a high probability of success
should be executed early in a group's history . Once the
goals and objectives of an emerging arts organization have
been collaboratively defined, activities (also referred to
as programs in this section) should be executed to carry
out the objectives. The process of actually producing
specific arts activities such as workshops, festivals or
concerts is an important accomplishment for a recently
formed arts group to make. Just as an advisory board serves
both an internal (group) and an external (political) func-
tion, so do activities help to crystallize a group's own
identity and its identity within the community-at-large.
Programs serve as testing grounds for "immature"
group m.ernbers as they utilize problem-solving and adminis-
trative skills to translate perceived community interests
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and needs into concrete plans of action. if successfully
executed so as to elicit conmiunity support, these initial
activities become symbols of a group's competencies as
planners and producers of community arts activities. At
this point group members begin to develop good feelings about
themselves and about the overall arts effort. Thus it is
important to move, as soon as possible, beyond the planning
stage into the action stage of program development so that
members can gather the experience, confidence and motivation
necessary to become a "mature" group.
The relationship between successful activities and
a group's development is illustrated in HPIA's development.
Within three months after the group formally organized, HPIA
members produced a community-wide arts festival. Several
factors contributed to the group's feelings of success about
the festival: the town's overwhelming turnout at the festi-
val, positive community feedback about the event and a strong
spirit of cooperation between HPIA members. These factors
made group members feel, individually and collectively, com-
petent in producing the event as well as proud of themselves
and important within the town. Overall the experience of
producing the festival met the esteem and/or social needs in
some members who became motivated to pioneer other activities
that would establish them as a viable arts organization with-
in the community.
Finally, producing the arts festival was a concrete
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activity whereby HPIA members could clarify their needs and
abilities and design an organizational structure that would
accommodate both the organization's goals and the group's
needs and abilities. This was especially evident in Kay,
an HPIA member discussed in Chapter IV who had little work
experience beyond being a housewife and mother. Because she
that her organizational skills were lacking, Kay opted
to work on the festival from her home, coordinating the
artists who were participating in the festival. Kay's job
turned out to be a big task of scheduling nearly one hundred
artists, but she handled the job successfully and realized
new skills and abilities in herself. Her personal achieve-
ment and the positive feedback that she received from other
HPIA members around this one activity stimulated Kay's
interest in the overall festival, and also her participation
in other activities sponsored by HPIA. Thus the activity of
producing the festival provided Kay and others with a con-
crete experience to develop skills and confidence.
In the previous section I have illustrated how
specific activities such as HPIA's festival are concrete or
practical opportunities for group members to determine and
practice skills, develop confidence, and establish a sense
of "groupness" and commitment to the arts program as a
whole. I consider these conditions to be the internal
bonuses of successful progrcim development. Programs or ac-
tivities also contribute to the external identity of a
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group, that is, the positive or negative image which the
cor.uaunity-at-large has toward the arts group. if residents
like the arts activities sponsored by the organization,
they may choose to support the group. If they dislike the
activities they may refuse to get involved at all costs.
Whereas children's workshops or school programs may attract
some residents, others may only show interest in profes-
sional theater or trips to museums. Thus arts activities
must be designed to accommodate the overall community's
interests, not just the elite, the educated or even the
loudest. The success of a community arts activity is the
extent to which it involves the population it intends to
serve. A children's film series is successful if the seats
in tlie movie hall are filled with children, not with many
parents and some children. A community festival is success-
ful if the majority of those attending are from the local
community, not from neighboring towns.
As with leadership style, there is no one program
that will attract all community residents all of the time.
Programming must be flexible to accommodate the varied in-
terests, ages and abilities of the diverse population. In-
corporating the approaches proposed in Principle #1 and
#4 , ideas for relevant programming should be gathered from
a representative membership (or sample) of the community.
In this way the activities will have a greater chance of
success or acceptance by the local residents.
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One strategy for increasing the potential success
of arts activities is to jointly sponsor them with other
organizations or groups in town. For example, a square
dance and husking bee could be co-sponsored with the local
Grange, a children's concert could be co-sponsored with the
elementary school or a choral community sing could be co-
sponsored with the local church. Jointly sponsored activi-
ties not only increase the potential audience for any one
event, but also introduce the arts to groups in the commun-
ity that might not otherwise become involved, thereby de-
veloping a group of future participants in arts activities.
In addition, joint sponsorship is an organizational tactic
which broadens the base of shared decision-making about a
comraunity's cultural life to new segments of the community
and thereby increases the likelihood that indigenous ac-
tivities will be accepted by the community-at-large.
CHAPTER V I
IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
At the end of this study I am faced with some of
the same convictions with which I began it. First, I real-
ize more than ever that community arts development is a
complex process, especially in rural areas. One explana-
tion for this complexity is the inevitable clash between
the group-process orientation of community development and
the highly individualistic and independent nature of people.
Particularly in rural areas, the routines by which the
people live and their visions about the future, which are
based upon years of doing things the same way with primarily
the same population makes a new community arts effort a
complicated intervention.
Another conviction that I retain at the close of
this study is that the arts are an important ingredient in
community development. Community arts programs bring to-
gether people of all ages, backgrounds, and persuasions to
design programs that relate to community life and make the
community a nicer place to live. At a very practical level,
community arts programs address a community's need for
leisure-time activities. On a social level such programs
facilitate the cultivation of new friendships between
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neighbors as they plan and execute new community programs
such as festivals, children's workshops or a community
choral sing.
If one adopts a view of the arts as a community
development vehicle then one can also see a new role for
artists in community life. In places where the arts remain
somewhat separate from the lives of ordinary people, where
works of art are limited to museums, theaters, galleries,
and music halls, the artists frequently live a somewhat
insular life with little relationship or obligation to
their community. However, in rural communities v;here the
population is small, an artist cannot so easily blend into
the woodwork, nor should s/he. V7ith a recognized emphasis
upon the importance of the arts in everyday life, artists
can assume the role of what Ronald Thomas calls "artist-
planner" (1976). As community members, artists can help in
the process of community planning and change by working
through ideas or, even better, by helping local residents
represent their ideas through visual and performing media.
At the Take Part Community Planning VJorkshop in Nebraska
Thomas reports that residents, with help from the local
artists, scrawl out their ideas for community improvement
and then come together to share these ideas in planning ses-
sions. In situations like Take Part, artists are facili-
tators, architects, and "artist-planners," and most impor-
tant they are active members in the development of their own
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communities
.
One of the significant points about my study, I
believe, is that it confirms that the arts are not a frill,
and that cultural planning is not a superficial endeavor.
My analysis of the five organizing principles is intended
to prove that the organization of community programs,
especially of community arts programs, provides much more
than entertainment. For those people involved in establish-
ing a community arts program it is serious business, and
the process serves to strengthen the organization internally
within the group and externally (politically) within the
community-at-large. Locally organized programs demand dedi-
cation and commitment from residents as they engage in the
methodical process of defining goals and objectives, asses-
sing community resources and planning and administering
programs. Programs like HPIA and the New Salem Rural Arts
Program are testimony to the seriousness of community arts
development
.
There is nothing haphazard about community arts de-
velopment, nor is there a formula or a blueprint that can
be applied to all communities with the same degree of suc-
cess. As with leadership style, community arts development
is situation specific, requiring that each organizer review
the unique characteristics of her/his community and develop
an appropriate intervention strategy.
The underlying problem addressed in this study is the
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lack of democracy in the arts or undemocratic arts program-
ming in rural areas. Related to this problem are two impor-
tant problems or concerns that have emerged from my study.
The first problem is one of an arts organization's diffi-
culty in effectively utilizing the mechanisms of organiza-
tional development, namely organizational structure,
leadership style and group-member motivation. Through the
analysis of HPIA and the discussion of the five principles
in relation to the grassroots developers' goal to foster
participation in the planning and administration of com-
munity arts programs, I have attempted to make a case for
the establishment of consensual organization structures in
community programs. Within this consensual structure group
members gain first-hand practice in making decisions of
direct consequence to themselves and their program. For
example, they ask such questions as: What group should this
workshop be targeted to, children, seniors or general com-
munity? How can we hold a fundraising event in the small
space that we have? Should we incorporate as a non-profit
organization and what implications does such a formality
have upon the shared decision-making format of our present
group? Decisions in response to questions like these, when
made collaboratively
,
bring together diverse members of a
community and significantly increase a group's sense of ac-
complishment, commitment to themselves as a group, and to
the organization as a whole. In short, a community develop-
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ment process is then in effect. Anne Smith Denman comments
on the community effect of such a program in her editorial
in the magazine Small Town
. She says: "Comiaunity arts
development in one area will have burgeoning impact: if
people are actively participating in the arts, appreciative
consciousness is certain to increase; and a town supporting
individual creativity will strengthen community activity as
well" (1976, p. 3)
.
The second key concern which emerged in this study
is one of relevant programming. In the course of complet-
ing this study I have come to the conclusion that because
a rural community's traditions are the cornerstones of its
past and present identity, they should be preserved and
built upon in order to create a healthy foundation for the
life of future community residents. Let's recall for a
moment the words of Herbert Read: "The people who live in
our towns and villages should be artists in their own right
not merely passive receivers or even active appreciators of
a metropolitan culture" (p. 121). Read's comments should
remind us that for programs to flourish in rural communities
they must reflect in a very direct way the values and life
experiences of local residents. Yet the problem remains that
cultural policy, mandated at the federal and state levels,
does not adequately address the special characteristics of
rural communities and their indigenous traditions. In fact,
with the exception of the Bicentennial and, to a lesser
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extent the WPA, criteria for determining fundable art pro-
grams with public money has been formulated by people with
an urban, educated, affluent bias tov;ard the arts.
This study is primarily significant, therefore, as
a rationale for revising cultural policy in regard to arts
development in rural areas. To this end, the five organiz-
ing principles can serve as a set of strategies that articu-
late this rationale, while also addressing the issues of
organizational effectiveness and program relevance.
What should the criteria be for a revised cultural
policy that would address the special characteristics of
rural areas? First it should provide for local control at
the planning and administrative levels. Principle #1, which
proposes that a needs assessment be conducted, initiates
this process by giving citizens an opportunity for express-
ing their attitudes, behaviors and desires regarding the
arts in their community. Principles #2, #3 and #4 mandate
involvement of residents as leaders and advisors to an
emerging arts program, thereby giving decision-making
authority and administrative control to community people.
The outside organizer facilitates the development of com-
munity control by acting as a catalyst, an entrepreneur, a
liaison and a teacher for inexperienced residents as they
formulate ideas and establish a flexible consensual organi-
zational structure to accommodate the various levels of com-
munity needs and abilities.
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Revised cultural policy must also be concerned with
the unique character of the rural community in order to in-
sure that programs are designed and implemented to respond
to this uniqueness. This may mean supporting the oral
histories of local oldtimers, or a photo exhibit of the
buildings of the community, or a non-professional local
theater group that performs plays in the high school for
community residents. Principle #1 will address this con-
cern if those that use the data from the surveys do so as
a means of basing the program's offerings on the expressed
attitudes and behaviors of a representative sam.ple of the
community. Principles #2, #3, #4 and #5 also addresses this
concern by identifying the human resources of a community--
that is, its leadership and advisors—to direct the program
as it should represent the community.
In the beginning of this study I posed the question,
"Is there a set of strategies that can facilitate the de-
velopment of community arts programs in rural areas?" My
answer to that question is "yes" because I believe that the
five organizing principles represent theoretically sound
strategies. Of course, my unqualified response can come
only when the principles have been adequately tested, as a
total set of strategies, within rural communities endeavor-
ing to establish cultural programs. Thus an implication for
further use of this study is the application of these prin-
ciples, as strategies, to specific rural communities.
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Toward this end I plan to create for prospective organizers
and community representatives a handbook with a step-by-step
outline of the "general" stages of organizing a community
arts program. I say "general" because as research in this
and other studies shows, each community is unique and in
order to make a successful arts intervention, organizers
must combine intuition and sound judgment with a thorough
investigation of the attitudes of a particular community.
Another important implication of this study has to
do with evaluation and the expectations that we, as organ-
izers, often have regarding the success of community arts
programs. To quote Peter Ewell once again, rural arts de-
velopment is "involving the uninvolved" (1978, p. 1). In
several places throughout this study I have supported that
objective saying that the success of a community arts pro-
gram is the extent to which it involves the target group for
which it was intended.
But what do I really mean by the word "involved" as
it is applied to community arts? Obviously there are con-
siderable differences in the extent to which people are in-
volved in community arts programs since there are distinct
variations in people's interests in the arts and motivations
to volunteer. How realistic is it, then, to think that a
large majority of people in a community will care about any-
thing except the entertaining effect which an arts event has
upon them? Take for example a community arts festival. Is
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It realistic to think that many people attending will have
much to do with the organization which sponsored the festi-
val? Probably not. The majority of people at the festival
are there for entertainment and perhaps for the education-
al value of the event, but will have no relationship
to what precedes or follows it. It is only a small group,
a handful of hardworking volunteers who are willing to "roll
up their sleeves" and do the work necessary to pull off an
arts festival. And it is these same volunteers who will be
thinking about the consequences of the festival after it is
over, and planning for the future.
Research shows that only a small percentage of people
are involved in the real work of administering a community
arts program. Whereas 55% of the respondents in my survey
agreed that their community needs more arts, only 24% say
that they would join an arts organization if invited.
Robert Knittle ' s report for the Department of Health, Edu-
cation and VJelfare, Bureau of Environmental Management
(1970) reveals that sustained volunteer participation in com-
munity organizations "seldom exceeds 5%. . . . For each per-
son who actively participates there are many more who are
interested in the effect the organization will have upon
their community" (p. 22).
These statistics are sobering reminders to me and
other organizers that even with opportunity, not everyone
will hop on the wagon of support and help with a community
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arts prograra. The truth is that involvement in a volunteer
organization takes many shapes and forms. Some people feel
involved if they attend an event. Others see involvement as
providing financial support for an organization, membership
dues, business contributions, etc. And another small group
defines involvement as being directly responsible for the
decisions and administration of the arts programs. Although
this latter group is the category I seek to develop at a
community wide level, each of the other two categories is
very important to the life of an arts organization and is
all that can be expected of many local residents.
I am frequently tempted to apply Eldridge Cleaver's
statement, "If you are not part of the solution, then you
are part of the problem" as the dictum of community arts
development, expecting that everyone in a community would
and should get involved in a community arts intervention.
But the truth is that most change happens slowly and must
grow from a base of interest and commitment if it is to be-
come part of the permanent life of a community. Thus the
success of a community arts effort is the extent to which a
program involves a representative group of a community and
grows with the conviction of involving a larger percentage
of the conmiunity, and with the understanding that involve-
ment is a very flexible term.
A final point regarding the significance of this
study has to do with my original application of some of the
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organizational development theories, specifically the Life
Cycle Leadership Theory. in most research conducted by
Hersey and Blanchard, authors of the Life Cycle approach,
they utilize the theory largely within conventional organi-
zational structures where defined leadership, rules and
regulations and norms are already in effect. The examples
which Hersey and Blanchard provide to demonstrate the
theory are taken, largely though not exclusively, from busi-
ness and education, both contexts in which an established
institution or organization is the environment within which
a leader is working.
In this study I deviate from the conventional use
of the Life Cycle Theory, applying the elements of group
maturity and leadership style to organizations that are not
already formed, but are emerging. In addition, by using
the theory within the context of community, volunteer-
administered organizations rather than businesses or other
established organizations where money is a primary motivator,
I make original application of this theory. Thus my use of
the Life Cycle Theory to analyze HPIA demonstrates a new
and important model for studying the evolution of community
arts programs.
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AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
ANNUAL SURVEY
FISCAL '78 RANK--BASED ON PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES
1. Alaska (186. SC)
2. New York (159. 4C)
3. Utah (71.80
4. Hawaii (50.20
5. Missouri (49C)
6. Minnesota (45. 1C)
7. Michigan (40. 8C)
8. Rhode Island (32. 8C)
9. Massachusetts (29. 2C)
10. West Virginia (27. 8C)
11. Arkansas (26. 1C)
12. South Carolina (25. 1C)
13. Ohio (230
14. Connecticut (22. 3C)
15. Nebraska (17. 8C)
16. Vermont (17C)
17. Pennsylvania (16. 9C)
18. Kentucky (16. 9C)
19. Indiana (16. 9C)
20. Delaware (16. 5C)
21. California (15. 9C)
22. South Dakota (15. 7C)
23. Nevada (15. 4C)
24. Maine (15. 3C)
25. New Jersey (14. 7C)
26. Illinois (13C)
27. Wyoming (12. 7C)
28. Maryland (11. 3C)
29. Colorado (11. 2C)
30. New Mexico (11. 1C)
31. Oregon (IOC)
32. Washington (9.8C)
33. North Carolina (9.7C)
34. Tennessee (9.2C)
35. Montana (9. 1C)
36. North Dakota (8.9C)
37. Georgia (8.4C)
38. Alabama (8.3C)
39. District of Columbia (8. 1C)
40. Mississippi (8C)
41. Iowa (7.9C)
42. Arizona (7.7C)
43. Oklahoma (7.6)
44. Idaho (6.2C)
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45. Florida (6.1<:)
46 . Kansas ( 5 . 8<;)
47. Virginia (5.6<:)
48. Wisconsin (5.5<:)
49. Louisiana (3.7<;)
50. Texas (2.9<;)
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APPENDIX 2
HADLEY COMMUNITY ARTS SURVEY
The purpose of this questionnaire is to find out how you
reel about the community arts program which is coordinatedby Ilaaley People Interested in the Arts (HPIA) . The programincludes such activities as the two Hadley Arts-A-Fairs
,
Sunday puppet shows, the Block Dance in the B&M Grove last
June, etc. It does not include the adult education classes.
There are no right or vjrong answers, and you are not ex-
pected to sign your name. The answers which you make willhelp us evaluate the program and to plan future arts pro-
grams for the town.
VJe hope that you will help us achieve a 100% return rate with
this survey by answering each of the questions and then re-
turning the completed form in the enclosed, stamped envelope
as soon as possible.
Thank you in advance for your help and participation.
Hadley People Interested
in the Arts
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Directions : Please circle
answer which best reflects
the number corresponding to the
your opinion about the statement.
(U W OJ P Di Oi (0
vQ rt 3 H- H- r+
O cn W h
(D o O (V 0) fU 0
(D 3 (D h 03 3
vQ rt- h h( 03
!-• 0) (D fD M
H- fD (D
1. I support the idea of having a
community arts program.
1 2 3 4 5
2. Most people aren't aware of the
activities sponsored by Hadley
People Interested in the Arts.
1 2 3 4 5
3. I would get involved in the com-
munity arts activities if I were
invited
.
1 2 3 4 5
4. The comraunity arts festivals have
been worthwhile.
1 2 3 4 5
5. There seem to be more arts activi-
ties in Hadley than three years ago.
1 2 3 4 5
6. The arts activities should be more
for kids than adults.
1 2 3 4 5
7. Hadley People Interested in the
Arts is an elitist group.
1 2 3 4 5
8 . I would like to have more perform-
ances in Hadley.
1 2 3 4 5
9. The arts displays and festivals
don't make a difference to me.
1 2 3 4 5
10. The arts activities had added to
Hadley's community spirit.
1 2 3 4 5
11. Did you attend either the winter or
spring Hadley Arts-A-Fair? Yes No
12. Did you participate as an artist or
performer in either festival? Yes No
strongly
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APPENDIX 4
ARTS QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTERED TO RANDOM SAf4PLE OF
residents in three RURAL COMMUrJITIES
PRIOR TO ARTS INTERVENTION
Wt WEEP VOLIR TIOO CENTS WORTH!
Plecue. help u6 by att6ioeA^ng
-t/ie o-ttadidd qae^tLoiU. We mold like
to (^i\id oat hoio you and othoA peopE.e In K-uaclI towm tn ivedte/in
Mcwiac/ioicptti about the. a^U ^o/i youA^divoA and {^o^ yooA to\jo\u,
.
Vo you tlUnk tluit toe ikould 6p^nd money to bntng muAtc, ant on
tlieaten t\ito the tocon? W/io 6lLoutd poKtietpate In theAe typei
activ-Utei: eliitdnen? -ieiUon ettizem,? the entine tom? Voun
aniioen6 to queitconA Like tliehe mtt keZp ua plan neio dineettonA ^on
the oJitA tn we-i-te/LU MiUAachuAe tts
.
Voun noine tua.6 nandomly Ae-teeted. You n)ttl not be aAked to Atgn
you.‘i name, Ao you can be Aune that aVi youn anAiecAA Mtll Aematn
eoni^tdenttaZ. Aa you lutti. Aee, thene one no ntglt on ivnong anALoenA,
but Lt t6 vcAy -impontxut that eozAij queAtton be anAivened tn onden
to have an aeeunate ne{^teetton the optntonA o{) youn tom. In
the evett tiiat mone than one mmben o{^ youn launLiy neeetveA a queAtion-
naine, pteuAe be Aune that eaeh penAon completeA the {^onm tndtvtduaZZy
,
not UA a (^amtly, and netunnA the {^onm to the add/uiAA belou).
We LOould appnee-iate youn talztng a (^eu mtnuteA to complete tluA
queA-ttomiatne and then netunning tt tn the encloAed Atamped envelope.
PleuAe help ua achteve a 100% netuAn note.
Thank you veny much ^on youn coopenaLion.
Condtally
,
Mongol Wttlett
kntA ExtenAton Senvtce
Box 176
Hadley, MoAAachuAettA 01035
P.S. PCeuAC be awlc to cOujp be a Itvie ti you have any queAttonA about
the Aunvey. I' TZ be glad to auAuen you ntght aieay.
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Directions: Plejse circle the number under the caceKory which best reflects
your feelings about each statement below. Remember that tliere
are no right or wrong answers to any ot these questions.
1 .
3.
b
.
b.
7.
S.
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
19.
13.
16.
17.
(0
a»
99 O
z
<39
My community needs more arts resources like classes, concerts
e.xhibit ions
,
plays or festivals.
i.
Arts programs should be for children only. l
Being an artist is a serious profession. 1
Music and art are fun, but I have no time to participate. 1
I would get involved in an arts group if I were invited. 1
1 would rather go to a musical concert than to a sports event. 1
I consider my hobby to be an art. 1
If the town funds are limited, the money should always support
the a-H activities before arts activities. 1
I would pay to have original art in my house. 1
I would go to a museum only if admission were free. 1
I think that living in this town is dull. 1
I see nothing worthwhile in artistic interests. 1
If the school budget must be cut, I would keep Che arts
programs.
I would Join an arcs group only if I were invited.
I like to get together with other people in this town for
town socials.
I would rather work alone than in groups.
The arts add to community spirit.
JO
It
t
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
uncertain
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18 . Whjt does the word "culture" mean to you?
Items below winch lit into your detlnitloii
Please place a check (V)
of tht» Word "culturu."
next CO chc
Lite scyle; che way people live; behavior.
The arcs Imusic, theatre, visual arts, museums, historical sites,
Historical background of people; customs and traditions.
Making things beautiful.
Cultivation; food and cooking.
Good values; whatever is good in society.
Education, learning.
Talents; any creativity used in work or home.
Understanding che sciences.
Don't know; nothing.
Other answers.
. .write here.
etc.
)
IS. Please r.ar.k in order che following leisure time activities according to their
importance to you. Place a f/1 next to the item which you like to do the most in
your free time, and continue numbering next to each item until you've placed a
'flO next to the item which you 1 east like to do in your free time.
sightseeing practicing a hobby
attending a concert or performance visiting friends or relatives
reading seeing an art exhibit
playing sports watching TV
going to che movies going to a sports event
20. How important do you think che arts should be in community life? (Please
place a check next to your answer.)
very important important moderately Important
not very important completely unimportant
21. How important to you are the arts in your community? (Place a check next
to your answer.)
very important important moderately Important
not very important completely unimportant
22. How many times have you been to see a play in the last year?
none
,
once
,
2-A times
,
b-8 times
,
more than 8 times
.
23. How many concerts have you been to in Che last year?
none
,
one
,
2-4 concerts
,
5-8 concerts
,
more than 8 .
24. How many movies have you seen in the last year?
none
,
one
,
2-4 movies
,
5-8 movies
,
more chan 8 .
25. Suppose that a professional theatre group from New York were brought here for the
summer, and were living and performing regularly at reasonable prices...
- would you attend?
- would you encourage your friends or family to attend?
- would you help publicize this event? (like writing
news releases, making posters, circulating fliers, etc.)
yes no
yes no
yes no
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26
. Suppose chat Che program In Che summer were puc on by loi j1 peopletrom chis cown UcClng, dlreccing. cechnical work)...
- would you accend
- would you encourage your family or friends co accend? yes
- would you help publicize chis evenc (news releases
poscers)?
no
no
no
-7. If you could afford co go to ,5nly one perfomance in the summer, which
would you pick, one put on by the professional company or one bv the
local group?
prof essionai group local group
^ ^ ^ ^
IHA.NK YOU VERY >!UCH for helping us by filling out the questionnaire. Now,
would you tell us a little about yourself?
2S. How many years have you been a resident of this town?
0-H years, 5—10 years, 11-25 years, 2b years or more.
29. '.Vhat age group do you fit into?
17-25 years old, 26-35 years old, 36-50 years old, 51 or over.
30. How much schooling have you had?
^high school, some college, 4 years of college, graduate school.
31. '.That is your own background in the arts?
art or music classes in elementary or secondary school.
adult education courses...
specialized study in college (if so, please list area of study).
other
no formal training
.\gain, thanks for helping with chis study.
Please send your completed form to us in the enclosed stamped envelope.
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appendix 5
PROJECT COORDINATOR'S HISTORY
1 . How many years have
where you presently
0-4 years
5-10 years
you been a resident in the town
live?
11-25 years
26 years or more
V/hat age group do you fall into?
25-35 years old 46 years or over
36-45 years old
How many brothers and/or sisters did you grow up within the same house?
^ 1“3 4 or more
4.
Please indicate the extent of your formal education.
High school Four years of college
Some college Graduate school
5.
Are you presently taking any courses? Yes No
If so, in what area(s)?
Are they for credit?
6.
What is your own background in the arts?
art or music classes in elementary or secondary
school
adult education courses ... in what area(s)?
specialized study during college ... in what
area (s )
?
no formal involvement
other (please specify)
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7. Please list below any
that you have.
special hobbies oir interests
8 .
had'^hv
the type of group experience you havelisting the committees or organizations on
are or have served. Please indicate whetherese were paid or volunteer positions.
Group
Volunteer or Paid?
9. How do you like to spend your free time? Please rank
order the following activities according to their im-portance to you as a leisure activity. Put a "1" nextto the activity which you would most likely do in your
spare time, and a "10" next to that activity which you
would least like to do.
sightseeing
watching TV
attending a concert or performance
playing sports
practicing a hobby
going to the movies
visiting with friends or relatives
dancing
going to an art exhibit
attending a sports event
10. Please describe in as much detail as possible some of
the expectations which you have about the Rural Arts
Development Program. Please include expectations which
you have for yourself, personally, and those which you
have for the program in your town.
Thanks for helping us. Please
send this back to Margot at
AES, Hasbrouk Hall, UMAss,
Amherst, Mass. 01003
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appendix 6
SURVEY OF PROJECT COORDINATORS AND ADVISORY
BOARD MEMBERS
1. How did you first become involved in the Rural Arts Program in your town?
I volunteered to help (without being asked)
I was asked to work on the Program
2. Please describe why you became involved? If someone asked you, what
motivated you to help?
3.
Did you discuss the ideas for the Program with other people in the town?
If "Yes" please describe with whom . If "No" please describe why not .
4. What made you think that other people in town would respond favorably to
new arts activities like the Rural Arts Program?
5. What do you think was the single most important factor in getting the
Program started? (Please check appropriate category)
leadership (by whom?)
the Project Coordinator
the Advisory Board
other (please explain)
seed money from the Arts Extension Service/National
Endowment for the Arts
support in town by significant people and/or groups
(please explain)
other (please explain)
Explanation space:
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6.
To what extent do any of the following groups represent your town's popu-
lation? Please check appropriate categories and indicate the approximate
% of the town's population which they represent.
Approx. % of Town's Population
Fanners
Students
Professionals
teachers
lawyers
doctors
other (please specify)
Housewives (with no other profession)
Retired persons
Other categories (specify)
~~~
7. Which of the above categories do you come from?
8. Do you think that more people from the community would have participated in
the Rural Arts Program—either as administrators or as audience--if things
had been different? (please explain your answer to help me understand your
community a little better)
9.
What was the first activity sponsored by your Rural Arts Program, and how
successful do you think it was?
(A) Acti vi ty (B) Month when it took place
( C) Describe its reasons for success or lack of success :
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PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER WHICH REFLECTS YOUR FEELING
ABOUT THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS
>>
a>CO) 0)
o <i> a»
s. u ^
00 < <
10.
Arts activities like those of the
Rural Arts Program should be continued 1 2
in my town.
11.
Members of the Advisory Board represented
a good "cross-section" of my conmunity.
12.
I would be willing to assume a leadership
role in organizing future arts activities.
13.
The activities sponsored under the Rural
Arts Program reflected the varied inter- 1 2
ests of my community.
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14. My ideas were always included in the
Program plans
15. I am, generally, influential in my
community.
16. Most people in my town like to join groups
or participate in community activities.
17. How long have you lived in your community?
0-4 years 5-10 years 11-25 years 26 or more years
18.
Have you held an official position in the town (appointed or elected)?
yes
19. What community are you from?
no
Savoy
Chester
New Salem/Wendell
Thank you very much for your ideas. If
comments about your experience with the
here.
you'd like to make some other personal
Rural Arts Program, please write them


